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Better than
and

Send us your vvDrn out tuners and
bad modules. YDur Zeniths. Your
RCAs. Your SDnys. Your Quasars.
Any make, any' model.
They'll be returned, rebuilt,
better than brand new.
*PTS tLnar and module rebuild atg includes original or superior
parts, a_pert Norkmanship,:Eare day service, proctive
packagiog and a one-year li niter warranty.
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For the location nearest you, see Set-vicenter Guide on next page.
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Master
the art
Hof color

713.644.6793

electronic equipment (such as TV, radio,
tape. stereo and record players) and for
industrial technicians who repair defective
production -line merchandise,

test

equip-

ment. or industrial controls in factories.

Subscription prices to qualified subscribers:
years -$20.

1
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2

years -$16,
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External video input modulates rf or
i-f carrier outputs

Crystal controlled rf, i-f, NTSC sync
4.5MHz audio intercarrier modulation: selectable 1kHz or external
The B&K-PRECISION 1250 is a
state-of-the-art generator intended for
color broadcast, CATV and industrial
applications. It's simple operation also
makes it a time -saving tool for aligning
and trouble -shooting video tape recorders. Even if you've never used
an NTSC generator before, the
B&K-PRECISION 1250 will give you
the master's touch for color.

Available for immediate
delivery at your local
B&K-PRECISION Distributor.

$2.26; back copies $3.00. Adjustment

necessitated by subscription termination to
single copy
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rate. Allow 6 to 8 weeks
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Electronic servicing®

Maintenance

11 Reports from the Test Lab
By Carl Babcoke, Editor
Sencore LC -53 inductor/capacitor tester and CA -55
capacitor analyzer were operated under typical shop
conditions. Both performed very well.

14 Digitization of low -frequency signals
By E. Stanley Busby, Jr., Ampex Corporation
Various methods of converting analog signals to digital
are explored.

18 Test equipment roundup

Servicing

By the Electronic Servicing staff
Accurate and dependable test equipment is needed now
more than ever. Some unique instruments are spotlighted.
Use the Reader's Service numbers to request information
or catalogs.

test that failed
21 Buzz
By Wayne Lemons
The buzz test used by audio technicians for years has
some serious shortcomings, as this tech discovered.

24

Tips for servicing horizontal sweep
By Homer L. Davidson
These servicing techniques

are for tube -type color
receivers, because so many of them continue to require

repairs.

31 RCA CTC99 features and "hot" power supply

By Gill Grieshaber
This first article of a series about the CTC99 and CTC101
information plus
RCA color TVs provides general

explanations of the "hot" power supply and the start-up
circuit.

Departments

About the cover

4 Electronic Scanner 38 Test Equipment
40 New Products
5 Symcure
6 People in the News 41 Catalogs & Literature
7 Reader's Exchange 42 Photofact Bulletin

Graphic design by Linda Franzblau
©Copyright, 1979, by intense Publishing Corporation. All rights reserved. Material may not
be reproducod or photocopied In any form without written permission of publisher.

With the lowest noise
figure on the market for
a crisp, clean, clear
T.V. reception.

lower noise figure which means
less snow...a better picture.

So ask him all about the extraordinary new line of boosters
Blonder -Tongue has just come

out with. They're getting a great
reception. Because that's precisely what they give.

Ask your electronics distributor
for more Information.

Rather than a bigger, more
expensive antenna, a booster
may be just what your customers

need

to get

a

better

picture. Your distributor can tell
you. And when he does, ask him

about the new line of Galaxy
boosters from Blonder -Tongue.
He'll tell you they outperform

any other booster made. With a
Circle (6) on Reply Card
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Amur

news of he indus ry

DiscoVision Associates has been established by MCA and International Business Machines
(IBM) to manufacture and market videodisc players and videodiscs. IBM has several patents for
computer disc storage while MCA owns and produces many films and TV shows. MCA's present
distribution of videodiscs for Magnavox Magnavision players is not affected by the agreement
with IBM.

Color TV sales to dealers during August were down 11.7% from those of August, 1978; while for

the first 34 weeks of 1979, color sales were 0.4% lower than for the same period in 1978.
Monochrome TV sales increased by 13.6% and 4.2% respectively for the same periods. Sales of
home videocassette recorders increased in August by 61.1% over sales in August of 1978. For the
first 34 weeks of 1979, videocassette sales were 29.6% higher than those of 1978.

Magnavox is expected in early 1980 to begin selling a new videocassette recorder built by N.. V.

Philips, the parent company of Magnavox. The 4 -hour machine has potential for 8 -hour
operation plus 16 -day programming of TV stations, fast motion, slow motion and stop action.
Recently, 42 technicians attended extensive Magnavox videodisc training sessions at Fort Wayne,
IN. This training was in anticipation of the 1980 national marketing of Magnavision videodisc
players.

RCA reported an increase of 12% in color TV sales to dealers kir the 1979 third quarter.

Sampo Corporation plans to manufacture television receivers in the United States, beginning in
1980. A subsidiary of the Taiwan company is to produce console color sets first. About 10% of
Sampo's output now is through private -label merchandise.

Trends in audio equipment displayed at the Japan Audio Fair included cassette decks for the
new metal tape, more pulse -code -modulation (PCM) adapters that permit super -hi-fi audio
recording on videocassette machines, more digital displays on tuners and amplifiers, a
mini -cassette deck using metal -particle tape, and remote controls of tuners, amplifiers and
tables. Several prototypes were displayed. Sanyo Electric demonstrated a home cassette audio
deck with PCM giving a signal-to-noise ratio of 85dB in a modified Elcaset cassette; and Pioneer
Electronic showed a PCM tape deck using Beta format without the video function.

Electronic controls and digital readouts are used extensively in new 1980 autos. Optional
equipment for Ford Thunderbird and Cougar includes a cluster of electronic instruments with
warning lights, a bar -chart fuel gauge and digital -readout speedometer. Engines of the
Continental Mark VI have third -generation electronic engine controls, called EEC III, that
regulate fuel -air ratio, secondary air to the exhaust -emission system, purging of the evaporative
cannister, ignition timing, and EGR flow. Electronic keyless -entry systems are offered as options

on some Ford models. A row of five pushbuttons must be pressed in a certain sequence to
unlock one door, all doors or the deck lid.

4 Electronic Servicing November 1979
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Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-RCA CTC90
PHOTOFACT-1710-2

Chassis-RCA CTC90
PHOTOFACT- 1710-2
L402
HORIZ

$

T401

$

PULSES

FLYBACK

CR404
5

DEFECTIVE

40 V

SCR401

SOURCE

B+
REGULATOR

SHORTED

+111 V
SOURCE

Symptom-Shutdown occurs erratically when bright-

Symptom-No height, and only right edge of line has

ness is increased

brightness

Cure-Check CR404, and replace it if shorted

Cure-Substitute L402 as a test
ti

Chassis-RCA CTC87
PHOTOFACT-1778-2

Chassis-RCA CTC87
PHOTOFACT-1778-2

X-RAY

Q1

PROTECTION

ERROR

AMP

TO

AFC

R22

+158 V
16 K
CR605

33 V ZENER

SHORTED
OR LEAKY

+170 V

Symptom-No sound, raster or horiz sweep
Cure-Substitute Q38 as a test

Symptom-Narrow picture, regulated B+ is low
Cure-Check CR605 (33V zener), and replace with
regulator trim kit 145113 if it is leaky or shorted

Chassis-RCA CTC81
PHOTOFACT-1615-2

Chassis-RCA CTC86
PHOTOFACT-1703-1

1501
L501

PINCUSHION

T403
PINCUSHION

R411

3300

-40 V

VERT

+ 27 V
BAD SOLDER
OR OPEN WINDING

Symptom-Insufficient height with bowed scanning

INCREASED

Symptom-Narrow width

lines at top

Cure-Check resistor R411 , and replace it if

Cure-Check for bad soldering or open windings

increased in value

around T501
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$140
Gets It All.

in the news
A.

J.

"Jerry" Leeper has been

appointed manager, new market
development of B&K-Precision. Previously, Leeper was president of
AJL-Distribution. Leeper has also
held marketing management posi-

tions with G.D. Searle & Company,

Rohm and Haas and was a

field

engineer with Beckman Instruments.

George U. Messner, southern region sales manager for Honeywell's
Micro Switch division, is the recipient of the Meritorious Achievement

Award presented annually by the
Textile Industry Committee of the

Institute of Electrical and Electron-

Engineers. Messner has been
active in IEEE since 1952, and is
ics

currently a member of the committee's executive council.

Four vice presidents have been
named to the reorganized and renamed Memorex consumer products
group. The vice presidents and their

departments are: Howard F. Ear hart, operations; Harry G. Hens man, engineering; John R. Humphreys, consumer sales; and Barry K.
Berghorn, consumer and business
media products.

Switchcraft has named William
Gautreau director of manufacturing.
Gautreau was director of materials
control.

We just knocked down the last reasons for not going digital in a
multimeter. Fast continuity measurement. And price.
Beckman's exclusive Insta-Ohms' feature lets you do continuity checks
as fast as the analogs. And Beckman's superior technology and experience
let you own this beauty for such a reasonable price.
Of course you get a lot more. Like 7 functions and 29 ranges including
10 amp ac/dc current capability. 0.25% Vdc accuracy. In -circuit resistance
measurements and diode/transistor test function. Two years' typical operation
from a common 9 -volt battery. In other words, all the features you want in
one hand-held unit of exceptional good looks and design.
With 1500 Vdc overload protection, 100% instrument burn -in, plus
rugged, impact -resistant case, you're assured of the utmost in dependability and
long-term accuracy. You get a tough meter that keeps on going, no matter
how tough the going gets.
So visit your dealer today and get your hands on the DMM that does it
all. Or call (714) 871-4848, ext. 3651 for your nearest distributor.

The Electronic Representatives
Association, New York chapter, has
announced the formation of a communications, audio/visual, professional electronics products (CAP)
division
and named Joel H.
Schwartz, of L -C -A Sales, as chapter vice president, CAP division.

Gerald M. Mills has been named
vice president of sales and marketing at Littlefuse. Previously, Mills

was director of sales for Switch craft.

RCA has named Dr. James
Vollmer a group vice president. He
is responsible for the Government

Systems and Commercial Communications divisions. Vollmer is a

BECKMAN
Circle (7) on Reply Card

former physics professor who has
been with RCA for 20 years.

flexchanue
There is no charge for a listing in Reader's Exchange, but

we reserve the right to edit all copy. Due to the limited
amount of space for this department, ads must show no

Needed: Schematic, dial parts and tubes 80, 47, 24, 2
ea. 35, 27 for RCA Victor Superette radio model R-4.
Quote price, delivered. Len Powell, 1800 Crestview

more than five items. If you can help with a request, write
directly to the reader, not to Electronic Servicing.

Needed: Part number 94D351-1 Admiral horizontal
oscillator coil for TK-10-2A chassis. R. B. Stuart, 18
Dangle Ave., Akron, OH 44312.

Rd., Baltimore MD 21239.

Needed: KRK168 and KRK167 tuners. Michael Hardecker, 805 Stiles Ave., Maple Shade, NJ 08052.
For Sale: B&K-Precision model 1077B, excellent cond.,
$425; Sencore SM-158 speed aligner, new, $225;
Heath KT 3120 FET/transistor tester, $60; Heath
IG-5218 sine/square audio generator, never used, $90;

Conar solid-state scope with RCA dual -tracer and

Needed: Service manual and schematic for Tektronix
465 scope. Will buy, or copy and return. Alex Minelli,
718 Michigan St., Hibbing, MN 55746.

For Sale: CB shop equipment including Sencore CB -42

analyzer, Sencore PS -43 Porta-Pack power supply,
Conar model 255 scope, Conar signal tracer,
substitution box, meters, probes and NRI course,
Almost new with probes, $1500 or best offer. John

probes, like new, $225. A. Dolgins, 1905 Woodley St.,
Arlington, VA 22207.

Groome, Route 7, Box 340B, Danville, VA 24541.

Needed: Schematics and/or manual for Edison radio
receiver model R5 and Edison power unit type 8P,
receiver type 7R. These are all one unit. Will buy, or
copy and return. Jerome Galiley, 1303 Justin, Cardiff,

1930s to 1950s new, most in original boxes. $200 plus
shipping. Damascus Electronics, 12240 S.E. Wildwood
Dr., Gresham, OR 97030.

CA 92007.

For Sale: Leader LCG-388 color -bar generator, $75;
Heathkit IT -28 capacitor checker, $29; Tektronix 531
scope with type 53/54B plug-in and cart, $175. You
pay shipping. P. J. Serafinas, 120 Embleton Rd.,

For Sale: More than 90 car radio vibrators, covers

For Sale: Solar model CE capacitor Exam ETER with
manual, used very little, $17.50; Conar signal
generator model 280 (170kHz to 60 MHz), Practically
new, $30; NRI TV and radio servicing course,

complete with all kits (kits for 19 -inch solid-state TV
including cabinet, never assembled), $250. David

Owings Mills, MD 21117.

Bloom, 21 Dodge Rd., Hyde Park, MA 02136.

For Sale: B&K-Precision model 283 digital multimeter

Needed: Power transformer part number 54-26 for a
model 0-10 or 0-12 Heathkit scope. Everett Poff, 4010

with battery pack, $140 post paid; Leader LCR-740
transistorized LCR bridge, like new, $220 postpaid. H.
Geller, 12622 N.E. 3rd St., Bellevue, WA 98005.

For Sale: Precision test master series 10-20 of tube
and set tester complete with panel but no case, $55.

Emerson Rd, Sterling, IL 11414.
Needed: Cushman CE -3 (or better) monitor. Martha
Lake Electronics, 16521 13th West, Lynwood, WA
98036.

E. R. Bushman, 207 N. Broadway, Grand Marais, MN
55604.

For Sale: Photofact folders 1-100 in ten original loose
leaf binders plus 44 additional sets, $50 or best offer;

Sams record changer manual

(1947),

$5;

Sams

For Sale: RCA new dynamic transistor FET tester type
WT -524A, $80; Heathkit model HM -102, HF-RF power
& VSWR meter, $30; RCA constant voltage dc -power
supply type WP -704A, $60. W. D. Shevtchuk, 1 Lois
Avenue, Clifton, NJ 07014.

communications manual, $5. Sidney Smith, 629 Avey,
Brooklyn, NY 11235.

For Sale: Riders Troubleshooter's Manual Volumes 1
through 19, with index, and about 500 tubes for old

Needed: One number 886 antique ballast radio tube,
or information about a substitute. Herby's Electronics,
P.O. Box 176, Grainfield, KS 67737.

radios. Art's Radio R.R. 1 Box 15, Mascoutah, IL

For Sale: Mini Products amateur mini quad antenna,

62258.

model HQ -1 covering 6-10-15 and 20 meter bands, $80.

Needed: Parts supply source for a Shetland (now out
of business) electric blender. M. B. Danish, Mike's
Repair Service, P.O. Box 217, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD 21005.

For Sale: Sencore CR-31, with manual and all sockets,
$295; Sencore SM-152, with cables, manual and
record, $250; Heath GR900 modular color TV, with
remote and six books, $175; other equipment
available. All prices plus shipping. Mario Rosignuolo,
368 S. Hill Blvd., Daly City, CA 94014.

Very good for DX. Prefered local buyers. W. D.
Shevtchuk, 1 Lois Avenue, Clifton, NJ 17014.

For Sale: Rider's radio manuals with complete index,
volumes 1 through 22, number 3 missing, sold as a
complete set only, $200. Purchaser pays shipping
costs. Hanson's Radio & TV, P.O. Box 28, Almelund,
MN 55002.

Needed: Used correspondence courses on TV and

radio repair. Quote price. Kenneth G. Wood, Jr., 7614
Riverdale, New Carrollton, MD 20784.
November 1979 Electronic Servicing 7

Reader's exchange
Needed: Old radio magazines, service manuals, old
radio tubes and stock, 1 or 1000. Please include price
in first letter. Dallas Swindal, 1112 San Jose Lane,
Hanahan, SC 29406.

For Sale: Sencore CG -135 color -bar generator, $40;
Natco 3030-1 16mm sound projector, $130; two Victor
Animatophone 60-10 16mm sound projectors, both
$125. 42 new and used color and B&W TV yokes plus
a few flybacks, all $100; Electrovox model KZ 711
intercom with 3 stations, all new, best offer. Danny
Brou, 212 Wainwright Road, Pineville, LA 71360.

other items. J. C. Clark,
Cheyenne, WY 82001.

For Sale: TEAC model 33405 four channel, four track

tape recorder. One year old, less than 40 hours of
Rt.

Converse Ave.,

Needed: Used or dud CRT for Conrac 17 -inch monitor.
Part number is 520035-004 or 17269P4. Please quote
Rt.

11, Box 160, Bessemer, AL

35020.

Needed: Name and address of distributor or manufac-

turer of photoflash tubes of

93516.

1702

Needed: Sylvania or RCA adapters for model CK3000
Sylvania Chek-a-Color test jig. P.A. TV Service, 5087
Ridge Rd. West, Spencerport, NY 14559.

price. S.O. Sellers,

Needed: Two new 6-V 4 -prong vibrators for Ford
car radio. Gus Green, 12692 Green St., Boron, CA

use, $900. Shipping prepaid. Lenton Miller,

For Sale: EICO 232 VTVM, EICO 147 and 150 signal

tracers, Conar tube checker and transistor tester,

all

types and sizes.

Especially need 120V to 450V transformer and 2 -coil

200 watt/second flash tube. Elmer Mosley,
Poplar St., Kenova, WV 25530.

720-R

1,

Walling, TN 38587.

Needed: Service manual for JFD Roto King antenna
rotator. Motor unit is RT100 and control is RT100A;
service manual for a Textronix type B plug in; one
17B -B14 horizontal -output tube (or replacement) for
Onkyo B&W model 12PCU; service manual for model

403B audio generator by Bryston; and a service

manual for a model 257 Simpson VOM. Rejean
Mathieu, C/O Hydro Quebec Telecome, Chantier

For Sale: B&K-Precision model 415 sweep/marker with
all cables, probes and manual, new, never used, $375;
B&K model 282 digital multimeter, excellent condition,

$70; Heathkit model IT -28 capacitor checker, never
used, $40. You pay shipping charges. John Hull, 13218
Carolyn St., Cerritos, CA 90701.

Needed: Power transformer and efficiency coil for
Zenith chassis 16Z8C19. Elmer Mosley, 720 Poplar St.,
Kenova, WV 25530.

E.O.L., Bare James, Quebec JOY -2Y0.
For Sale: CB -42 analyzer, $750; CB -41, $115; DVM-35,
$75; RC -167, $75; B&K-Precision model 283 DMK,

$125. All instruments are new or like new. Lionel

Needed: Horizontal output transformer, part number
VZ12016 for a model 6911C Broadmoor color TV.
James Higley, 1460 Cypress Ave., Hanover Park, IL
60103.

Murmur, 15 Knox Terrace 2C, Wayne, NJ 07470.

For Sale: RCA WT501A transistor checker, in or out
of circuit, $35. Ray Paulson, 5657 Mesa Verda,
Margate, FL 33063.

Needed: Two secondary control panels for Philco color
TV. Model C4861BWA, Chassis 3CS45. This panel has
a Philcomatic switch, tint, color, brightness and
contrast controls. Please advise price, or information

as to where I could obtain them. Mike Costello, 40
Whiteway St., St. John's Nfld, Canada A1B 1K2.

Needed: Surplus model ME-48CU (mfg 91820) VOM.
State condition and price. American TV, 10702 N.E.
Fourth Plain Blvd., Vancouver, WA 98662.

Needed: B&K-Precision series 747 tube tester, reasonable. Ken Miller, 10027 Calvin, Pittsburgh, PA 15235.
For Sale: B&K Precision model 1471 dual -trace 10MHz
scope with 2 PR -35 probes. With manual, $400; B&K
Precision 1077B television Analyst, with manual, $400

or best offer; B&K Precision 1248 digital IC color
generator, with manual; General Electric variable

transformer, $35 or best offer; Tube caddy with about
300 tubes, $400 or best offer. All equipment used very
little. P. Krasowski, 116A Coles Mill Rd., Williamstown, NJ 08094.

For Sale: Sylvania model 500 TV sweep generator,
brand new in original carton, $50; Measurement Lab

color bar/dot generator,

model 78B signal generator (20-32MC & 190-230MC),
Philco 9 -inch VTVM for panel mount with ac and RF

items plus shipping. Gunter Seuring, Rt. 2, Box 338

brand new 2x2 tubes, $2 each; 104 tubes, $1 each.

For Sale: Heathkit IM -28 VTVM, $50; Heathkit IG-28
$90; Heathkit 30KV HV
probe, $20; EICO 635 tubetester, $47; B&K-Precision
520 transistor tester, $140; TSC tuner subber, $18. All

probes and service manuals, $25; Admiral tuners,

brand new in original cartons, 94D52-1 & 94C18-2, $5;

Hidden Lakes, Mukwonago, WI 53149.

Certified Radio/TV Labs, 1455 55th St., Brooklyn, NY

For Sale: Conar single -trace, 6MHz triggered scope
with full probe kit in pouch, $150. Also switches,
circuit breakers, diodes, etc. Send for list. Payment by
certified check, cash or money order only. Leonard

Needed: Old dealer signs and advertising materials

Elgart, 3510 Avenue H, Brooklyn, NY 11210.

Cambridge Road, Augusta, GA 30909.

Needed: One B&K-Precision tube tester, in working
condition for reasonable price. John Williams TV

Service, 579 Milwaukee St., Denver, CO 80206.
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11219.

for Crosley, DeForest, RCA, Grebe and Cunningham of

the 20s and 30s for museum. Don Patterson, 636
Needed: UHF fine tuning shaft for Zenith 175-87UAB

tuner, or used tuner at a reasonable price. Keith's
TV, 2853 Gallows Rd., Falls Church, VA 22042.
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Each report about an item of
electronic test equipment is
based on examination and
operation of the device in the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
laboratory. Personal

observations about the
performance, and details of
new and useful features are
spotlighted along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.
Sencore model LC -53 is a complete analyzer of inductors and capacitors. It
tests inductances in henries, and has a ringing test for "Q" (shorted turns).

By Carl Babcoke

Capacitors

Sencore model LC -53 "Z Meter"
is a unique inductor -capacitor tester
with many automatic features. The

voltage that results from varying
the coil current by a specific
amount. Six automatically selected

inductance of a coil or transformer
can be checked by one pushbutton.
Another button gives a direct
reading of capacitance. Both functions have automatic ranging and
digital readout for accurate and
easy testing of components.

Capacitor leakage is measured at

12 dc voltages between 3V and
600V with the leakage current displayed on the digital readout. The
relative "Q" of unknown inductors
is

are checked for both
eliminates all range switches,

capacitance and

ranges cover inductances between 1
microhenry (lpH) and 9,990 milli henries (9.990mH or 9.99H). Decimal position also changes automatically, and LEDs at the right of
the digital display (Figure 1) indicate whether the reading is in pH
or mH. In -circuit tests are possible

leakage.

Autoranging

These tests resemble ohmmeter
readings in their simplicity (Figure

2). Connect the hook -type test
probes to the inductor terminals
and then press the inductor -value
button. That's all. One LED lights
to show whether the reading is in
pH or mH. and the digital display

gives the reading with correct
decimal placement.

For small inductances where the

if the circuit resistances are fairly

test -lead inductance becomes a

high. The Sencore manual gives the
limits.

source of etTor, the probes should
be placed approximately where the

Figure 1 LEDs light up behind these

Figure 2 The true inductance in pH or

markings to show whether the readout

mH is indicated when the inductor
value button is pressed. This flyback

tested by the Sencore ringing

method, and the number of rings is
shown on the readout.
Power comes from the 120V line,

so there are no batteries to run

down at inconvenient times. Although the unit usually is considered to be for bench use, transportatidn or storage in a vertical
position is made easy by the
combination handle and tilt stand,

a place to store the power cable,
and plastic feet at the unit's back
panel.

Testing inductors
Inductances in henrys are tested
in the LC -53 by measuring the ac

is in pF, pF, pA, pH or mH.

checked 10.9mH.
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Test Lab
measurement will be made. The

with five rings. The delay line

hook probes are shorted together,
the value button is pressed, and the

measured I.66mH and no rings.

Comments-Notice that the induc-

An out -of -circuit audio transformer's 4n winding read 8.10mH
and two rings, while the primary

tance -value tests require direct current. Therefore, coils in series with

lead -zero knob

is

rotated slowly

until the readout is 00.0 with the
minus sign showing occasionally.
(Slow rotation is required because
about two seconds are required for
each reading when the probes are
shorted.) After the zeroing, tests of
small inductances can be made
accurately.

When the inductance value
above 10H or if no inductor

is
is

connected to the test leads, the
display will show 8880 with the
three eights blinking. This is the
overrange indication.

horizontal -sweep components, a
ringing test that shows relative "Q"
is included. This test is about the

same as supplied by the Sencore
YF-33 Ringer.

The probes are connected to the
inductor, the ringing -test button is
pressed. and the impedance -match

ratings were not known. New coils
tested

depressed. So. if the coil under test
changes in inductance, the reading

A stock peaking coil was marked
250pH. It measured 244pH and 17
rings. A 12pH coil checked 12.1pH.

However, the ringing test is different. It rings the inductor only once
for each press of the ringing button

Tests of inductor's values in
These tests were interesting but
did not prove whether or not the henries are repeated continuously
inductors were defective, since the as long as the value button is
with factory ratings
next.

were

These are very accurate readings.
However, at first a 1.35pH peaking
coil tested 0.9pH. A careful reading

reading. which without an inductor
becomes zero. This is normal
operation and it has no drawbacks.
It is mentioned only for information
to prevent questions later on, and

together. Then the reading is made
and the 2pH subtracted. With this
corrected method, the reading was
1.5pH, which is very good for such
a low value.
Many technicians probably won-

ringing test does. One old flyback

the amplitude drops to the standard

was checked with these comparative

Test results-Many inductors in an
old color -'I V chassis were checked
for value and ringing. One peaking
coil measured 380pH and 24 rings.

Another gave readings of 4.2pH

matching knob to the next position.
Then the readout retains the number of rings, even if the inductance
is disconnected. Releasing the ring-

reading with test leads shorted

find shorted turns as well as the

for accuracy. For most sweep coils,
a reading of more than 10 indicates
a normal coil.

or rotation of the impedance -

ing button (or any rotation of the
impedance knob) initiates a new

der if the inductance value test can

value. Use the knob position that
gives the highest number of rings,

changes at the next sampling.

reactances under 2pH. The lead zero control is offset to give a 2pH

The readout
shows the number of rings before
3).

a blocking capacitor cannot be
tested; they read as if open.

knob is rotated through all six

positions (Figure

few shorted turns.

measured 8910mH and five rings.

Ringing tests-For coils of un- of the manual found the Sencore
known inductance ratings or for method of obtaining accuracy with
shorted -turns tests of vertical- and

a

results: the primary measured
10.6mH and gave 95 rings, with a

5 -turn short, the readings were
9.7mH with 30 rings; when the
2 -turn rectifier -filament winding
was shorted, the readings changed

to I0.5mH and 25 rings. The

inductance test can show serious
cases of shorted turns, but the
ringing test is more sensitive to just

because this

is

different from

operation of the YF-33 Ringer and
the built-in ringing function of the
VA -48. Their ringing is continuous.

Testing capacitors
Capacitances are measured in the
LC -53 by charging the capacitor
under test through a specified resis-

tance and counting the time required for the capacitor charge to
rise to +5V (one time -constant).
The instrument autoranges

through 10 available ranges to
provide capacitance readings be-

tween

1

picofarad (lpF) and

microfarads (199,900FF).
All readouts are direct -reading with
199,900

METER-

INDUCTORS

3'

VALUE

LEDs at the right indicating

CAPACITOR -INDUCTOR ANALYZER

RINGING TEST KC

whether the reading is in pF or tiF.
The decimal moves as needed, and

IMPEDANCE MATCH

one or two zeros are added at the

°

end to till out any required number.
of
Accuracy is rated at
reading plus the resolution error, or
LIS WILL BE APPLIED TO CAPACITOR
T HOLD CAPACITOR IN HAND DURING
11, POLARITY AND VOLTAGE RATING

5% plus resolution error for

MODEL LC53

values over 1000pF.

To test most capacitances, connect the test clips to the out -of circuit capacitor, press the capaci-

Figure 3 A ringing test for relative "Q"
(including shorted turns) is performed
by pressing the inductor ringing test

button and rotating the impedance
match knob for the highest readout of
rings.
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tor value button, notice from the
Model CA -55 has the same capacitor
tests as the LC -53, but it does not
check inductors.

LEDs whether the value is expressed in pF or pF, and then read
the value on the digital display.

For accuracy of capacitances

lower than 1000pF, the test lead
should be placed where it will not
be moved very much when it is
connected. Without anything connected to the test clips, press the
value button and slowly adjust the
lead -zero control for 00.0 with the

Figure 5 Without a capacitor across
the test leads, the dc leakage voltage
consists only of positive -going pulses.
A test capacitor of 0.3pF or so brings
the average voltage up to the marked
values. Top trace is the 15V waveform
while the 500V waveform is shown

negative sign flashing occasionally.
Then make the capacitance
measurement.

Capacitances of less than 2pF
sometimes read 00.0 because of the
auto -ranging window. Therefore,

for these small values, offset the
zeroing adjustment to provide a
2pF reading without a capacitor,
make the capacitance reading, and

subtract the 2pF from it. The
remainder is the true capacitance.

Readings of most capacitance

values are seen on the digital

display immediately after the value
button is pressed. However, very
large values require longer. For
example. a 50.000pF capacitor has
a delay of about five seconds before
the reading appears. Any capacitor
that does not give a reading within
30 seconds probably is excessively
leaky and should be replaced.

Polarity of the test leads is not
important except for electrolytic
types. For those, the red clip should

go to the positive capacitor lead
and the black clip to the negative.
A 39G144 test lead adapter is
furnished for connecting to large
terminals.
Leakage tests-Model LC -53 has an
excellent leakage test for capacitors.
The applied -voltage switch selects

below.

dc voltages of 3V, 6V, 10V, 15V,

25V, 50V. 100V, 200V, 300V,

400V, 500V and 600V, as shown in
Figure 4. Two amounts of leakage
current are selected by the leakage range switch. The 9.990pA range is
for large electrolytics or others that

have high leakage. Other types

carrying handle, which
near the test buttons.

is

moved

When none of the buttons are
pressed. the test leads are shorted
together. thus discharging the external capacitors. No leakage voltage is applied to the test leads until
the leakage button is pushed.

should be measured on the 99.9pA
setting of the leakage -range switch.
Ceramic. polyester, polycarbonate
or mica dielectric capacitors should

Comments

the display. Any that have leakage
are detective and should be re-

For protection of the analyzer
from charged capacitors and other
external overloads, a IA slow -blow
fuse is located behind the BNC test

placed.

lead connector. The fuse can be

Electrolytics usually show some
leakage. A chart that lists permissible electrolytic leakage according to
capacitance is mounted underneath
the LC -53 cabinet where it can be
pulled out for reference.
There is a small precaution when
testing small capacitances for leak-

removed and replaced by unscrewing the BNC connector.
A 48 -page operation and maintenance manual is supplied with the
analyzer. It has much detailed

nected to the test leads, the leakage

TRIACs. HV diodes and coaxial

voltage consists of positive -going

cable.

not show any leakage current on

information about the instrument
and how to use it for many unusual
tests. One section explains how the

ages. Without a capacitor con- LC -53 can be used to test SCRs,

Inductor and capacitor readings
is connected across the test leads were very accurate when measuring
instead of a capacitor, the mea- components of known values. Busy
sured voltage (and current) will be technicians should appreciate the
only V3 to 1/2 of the rated value. For convenience of merely pressing a
the full rated voltage, the capacitor button or two for the majority of
under test needs to be .03pF or tests. The LC -53 is recommended
larger. Of course, if a very small for all electronic -service shops.
60Hz pulses (Figure 5). If a resistor

CAPACITORE
505

1000

LEAKAGE

VALUE

capacitance value (say 12pF) must
be tested at the full 600V, a larger
005

60
35

6000

iriratrits
1.1 NO MOM 07

CAUTION: OVER 26 VOL
MEN LIGHT KINKS 00 NOT
LEAKAGE TEST. OBSERVE CAI

LEAKAGE RANGE

CVIZigs

LEAD

1n P.O.

Figure 4 Two ranges of leakage current and 12 levels of dc voltage are
available for testing capacitor leakage.
The digital readout shows the leakage
current in pA.

capacitances having low leakage
can be paralleled with it during the
leakage test.

Model CA -55

Sencore model CA -55 capacitor
analyzer has capacitor -testing func-

tions that are identical to those
The leakage test can be used to described for the LC -53. The

reform many old electrolytic capaci-

switches

are arranged differently

tors. These reforming methods because the inductor tests are not
must apply the dc voltage for an there.
hour or so. To keep the leakage
Model CA -55 capacitor analyzer
button depressed, a 39G145 rod is sells for $495. and model LC -53
included with the analyzer. It is inductor/capacitor analyzer is
placed between the button and the priced at $695.
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The

Digitization of
ency signals
low-frequ

important

word

the

in

previous paragraph is "counting."
A nonvarying dc voltage is easily
measured by the counting method.
A dependable and accurate reading
usually can be obtained by the first
or

second

timing

Each

count.

counting period requires perhaps a
quarter to a half second. Measuring

the average amplitude of ac voltages is not much more difficult.
The ac

By E. Stanley Busby, Jr. ,Engineer, Ampex Corporation

is

changed

to

a

dc,

correction factor is added, and the
resulting dc is measured.

Industrial controls and TV broadcasting equipment often contain circuits that convert
analog signals to digital signals, or digital to analog. Such interfaces have made
noise -free digital audiotape recorders possible. In the future, improved versions might be
the answer for digital video. An experienced design engineer describes the general
operation of some circuits that digitize low -frequency signals.

Many digital meters indirectly
measure dc voltage by counting the
time required for an R/C circuit to
reach a certain level as it charges or

discharges. This counting and displaying operation is repeated over
and over, usually several times per
second.

However, conversion of an ac
signal waveform to digital for

processing or storage, followed by
back to the original
analog waveform, is more difficult.
One of the problem areas concerns
the length of each individual measurement.
Low -repetition -rate signals (such
as industrial -control signals or audio) require careful matching of the
duration of each measurement versus the repetition of the signal.
conversion

When the time between measurements (or sampling) is too long for

the conditions, some part of the
MEASURING
CIRCUIT

waveform

will

be

segments missing
measurement.

Rn
(HIGH)

missing.

For

example, a sine wave might have
between

each

Also, a measurement time that's
too long can allow several repeti-

CLOSED

DROOP

CAPACITOR
MEASUREMENT TIME

L

tions of the waveform to occur, thus
changing several sine waves into a
straight line.
These two timing relationships
must be optimized for best results.
For example, if a sine wave is
converted from analog to digital,

Figure 1 A dc voltage can be measured or digitized by a sample -and -hold
action. The instantaneous value of an ac signal also can be determined by a
similar method; however, the sampling time and the holding time must be

processed or stored, and then

selected carefully.

be the same as the original input.
These same precautions apply to

is

finally converted from

digital to
analog, the output waveform should

digitized video signals.
Several preliminary concepts and

a few alternate methods of digitizing ac and varying -dc signals are
examined next.

Sample and hold
Figure 1 shows how an electrical

signal can be made to hold

still

while being measured. The procedure goes: close the switch long
enough for the capacitor to charge
up, open the switch to prevent
further change, then measure the

voltage across the capacitor.

How fast to repeat the measureFigure 2 Some digital multimeters measure an unknown dc voltage by counting
the time required to charge a capacitor until its voltage equals the unknown.
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ment? If a sampling frequency of

less than double the highest signal

frequency is used, the sampling

lower sideband is inside the signal
bandwidth. The resulting distortion
is heard as a birdie, is seen on TV
as moire, and is called an aliasing
component by digital engineers.
Theoretically,
a
brick wall
filter having an infinitely steep
cut-off (that eliminates all modulating frequencies above half the

sampling rate) could permit sampling at exactly twice the

signal

bandwidth. However, a brick -wall
filter is

not possible, and so the

sampling rate always is chosen to
be faster than twice the

signal

bandwidth. In systems with analog

input, digital in the middle, and
analog output, bandwidth -restricting filters are used before and after
digitization.

Single ramp A/D
Probably the most simple method
of converting a voltage to a number
(analog -to -digital or A/D) is the
indirect method used in most

Figure 3 One binary -weighted resistor and switch for each digit can function as
a simple digital -to -analog (D/A) circuit. LSB is the least -significant -bit and MSB
stands for most -significant -bit. Each bit adds its own voltage to the output.

digital voltmeters. Figure 2 shows
one

approach.

elementary

To

measure, a short circuit is removed
from the capacitor, and at the same
time, a counter (usually a BCD

counter in bench instruments) is
started from zero. The capacitor
charges linearly until its voltage
exceeds the voltage to be measured.

The counter is then stopped and its
contents displayed.
This requires that the current
source, capacitor, and counting
frequency have good long-term

Figure 4 A ladder attentuator can perform the same DIA function as the

these

binary -weighted circuit of Figure 4, but the smaller spread of resistances allows
better temperature stability.

stability. There are a number of

schemes

used

to

reduce

stringent demands, some of them
ramping the capacitor up and down

as many as four times. By doing
this, the accuracy requirements are
concentrated in the reference current source and the instrument can
be caused to "zero" itself before
each measurement. For digitizing
audio or video signals to any usable
resolution, this method is too slow.

Start at the output
A/D conversion is often accomplished with the same circuit used
to convert a number to a voltage

INPUT

A

D/A CONY
4
ANSWER WHEN
COUNTER STOPS

STOP
OSC

(digital -to -analog or D/A). Figure 3

shows the simplest D/A circuit. Ri,
when connected, furnishes a current
into the amplifier which is responsible for 1/2 full-scale output; R2 is
responsible for 1/4 full-scale; R3 for
y, and so on.

B

GO

COUNTER
RESET

-L.

Figure 5 AID conversion can be performed by reversing the previous circuits. A

counter starts at zero, and the staircase output is compared to the unknown
voltage. The counting continues until the staircase voltage equals or exceeds
the unknown. When the counter stops, the readout shows the digital value of
the unknown voltage.
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Digitization
Adding one more resistor doubles
the resolution. It has a problem:
even with moderate resolution, the
resistor values cover an enormous
range.

This makes it very difficult to
maintain their two -to -one ratio over
a range of temperatures, even when
they are encapsulated into the same
package.
Figure 4 shows how a ladder
attentuator can be used. Arranging
the resistors into a ladder attentuator (Figure 5) allows D/A operation
without temperature drift.
Figure 6 Operation of the successive -approximation A/D is faster than the
counting type because fewer tests are required. First, the MSB (which gives half

is compared with the unknown voltage. The circuit then latches or
doesn't latch that MSB and tries the next bit, and so on until a match is
scale)

obtained and the readout shows the digital value.

Try it on for size
Figure 5 shows how a D/A can

be used as an A/D. A counter
which starts at zero drives a D/A
whose output is compared to the
input being measured. The D/A
output increases one step at a time.
When it exceeds the input, the
counter is stopped and the number
read from it. In the worst case (full
scale) it is slow, because it must
step through each intermediate
value in turn.
A very popular method is illustrated in Figure 6. The most

DC
(FULL SCALE)
INPUT

78

significant bit (responsible for

1/2

full-scale) is turned on and the D/A
output compared with the input. If

7/8

34
3/4

the D/A output is too much, this
bit is turned off and if not is
latched

on. The next bit (1/2
full-scale) is turned on and tested to

see if it should be kept or not. In
this way it

5/8

is

only necessary to

make N tests for an N bit A/D
> 1'2
1/2

instead of 2N tests for the counter
It is adequately fast for
digitizing audio frequencies, but
not for video.
type.

Do it all at once

3:8

7
shows the fastest
approach of all. To conserve paper,
the illustration is for a 3 -bit
A/D. One look at the input sample

Figure

> 1/4
1/4

1'8

yields an answer. Its problem is
that it requires 2N-1 comparators
for N bits. An eight -bit digitizer
would require 255 comparators. It
has been done for digitizing video
where time is very short. There are
better ways.

When time is short...

Figure 7 Fastest A/D action is obtained by a "one look" circuit that has one
comparator for each analog level. Therefore, 255 comparators are required for an
8 -bit digitizer.
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Television video is normally sampled

at three or four times the

subcarrier frequency.
The method used in many digital
time -base correctors is shown in
Figure 8. Fifteen comparators in

a one -look configuration examine
the input sample and split out the
four most significant bits of the end
product. These four bits are applied
to

a D/A whose output

is sub-

tracted from the input sample. The
remainder is amplified 16 times

and applied to an identical 4 -bit

one -look A/D to yield the four least
significant bits.

Stepping over the bad

D/A circuits take time to settle
down after the input number is
changed. As their output moves
from one value to another, they are
likely to produce nasty transients.

The fast component of the transients will be smoothed by the
output low-pass filter, but the

(with zero input) can present to the

A/D's and D/A's tends to vary as

A/D converter a voltage midway

2N. More accuracy also takes more

Add
between step N and step
to this the inevitable thermal noise
in all amplifiers, and the A/D

time.

sometimes says N and sometimes
says N+1. The output varies accordingly.
The peak

Analog systems tend to distort
large signals, while digital systems
mangle weak signals. But there are
tricks that allow digital performance to exceed that of analog.

amplitude of this
garbage is one step. It can be

Comments

In industrial situations, digital
minimized by adding to the input
signal a square wave at half of the circuits minimize drift problems
sampling frequency and having an and permit elimination of noise
amplitude of 1/2 step. This tends to from analog control signals. Also,
concentrate the noise at a frequency certain kinds of machine controls

which later will be removed by the
output low-pass filter. This added
signal is called dither.
It would seem that adding more

are practical only in digital form.
The number of digital circuits in

industrial equipment will expand
greatly.

Digital TV transmitters, tape
bits of resolution is the answer to
all ills. It is, if you can afford it. recorders, and color receivers are
For N bits, memory cost is at least coming some year soon. Look for
proportional to N and the cost of them.

average of all these ragged edges
does not necessarily equal zero and
this can produce undesirable effects
in the output analog signal. A
solution is to re -sample the D/A
output as shown in Figure 9,
capturing it only after it has
become stable. It's like opening the
curtains only when the sun is out.

LEFT OVER FROM
THE FIRST LOOK

T

X16

OUT

There is a loss of amplitude at
high frequencies of the same form

ANOTHER

4 -BIT

as that produced by a playback

4 -BIT

D,

ONE -LOOK

ONE -LOOK

A/D

D/A

head gap or an optical scanning slit

on a film projector. In practical
systems, it is usually less than three
dB and easily equalized.

Different Kinds of noise
You may hear the term "quantiz-

4 LSB S

4 MSB S

ing noise." It is not a noise in the
sense that it sizzles in the background when no one is talking.

Figure 8 In some TV time -base correctors, the number of comparators is
reduced by digitizing in two steps. First, 15 comparators in a 4 -bit one -look
system digitizes the larger amplitudes. Then the second 4 -bit D/A system

Rather it comes from the deliberate
limiting of accuracy when converting a signal to a number.

produces the 4 LSBs.

The final output is then only an
approximation to the input. A
large, spectrally pure input sine

wave will emerge as a large sine
wave accompanied by some lowlevel trash spread throughout the
spectrum. The magnitude of this

SAMPLE TIME

D/A OUTPUT

trash is halved for each added

binary bit of resolution. It occurs
only in the presence of a signal. It
is similar to the asperity noise or
modulation noise of an audiotape

Figure
9 Overtranshoots
or
sients in the output
of

RE -SAMPLED

OUTPUT

a D/A system

can be removed by
as
resampling,
shown.

recording.
Idling noise is more like real
noise. If an amplifier somewhere
has a little dc offset, its output
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Test Equipment roundup

Electronic test equipment has advanced in step with the significant
improvements of radios, television
receivers, tape recorders and stereo

with decreased drain (thus making

peaceful revolution has

erators with count -down ICs for
permanently locked dividers, and

battery operation practical), sweep alignment generators with multiple post -injected crystal -controlled

machines over the years. This markers, color-bar/crosshatch genoccurred

quietly, one small item at a time, so
the extent and importance of these

improved transistor testers that
changes are not apparent until a could be operated rapidly either in -

Integration (LS1) ICs which crowd

thousands of transistors into a
small package. The result was unprecedented accuracy at reasonable
cost.

For example, older volt -ohmmeters (VOMs) typically had accuracy ratings between
3% and

However, with a drifted

comparison is made between equip-

circuit or out -of -circuit.

ment at the beginning of modern
instrumentation and the sophisti-

zeroing adjustment and

Other generations followed with
more features and improvements.

error, the true accuracy often was
no better than ±.10%. Contrast
those figures to digital multimeters
with ratings between X0.1% and

cated test equipment of today.
First generation
The first generation of improved
test equipment included FET multi meters that gave better stability

Probably the most spectacular

external change was the introduc-

tion of digital/analog converters
with digital -readout displays. These
were made possible by Large -Scale

parallax

±_0.5%. Even more important than
accuracy, in many cases, are those

digital displays that are direct

,ErliammusePPIRIMIIIIIMPPI,"""
Pictured

is

Doric

the

model

130

capacitance tester. Ten or more models are offered by other manufacturers.
A

few

(such

as

the

Doric)

are

autoranging, and most measure capacitance alone by displaying each

accurate result on a digital readout.
Sencore has two models (see Test Lab

this month) that autorange and check
leakage. The ESR Meter from Creative
Electronics measures the ESR of
capacitors to give a rapid and dependable test of bad electrolytics.
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B&K-Precision model 1250 color generator (pictured) produces high -accur-

acy NTSC color patterns suitable for
servicing videotape recorders and
other video machines. Sencore VA -48
has color -bar and frequency burst
patterns for videotape servicing.

Digital experiments or home -built gadgets are produced easier and more

accurately by a modern breadboard,
such as this Continental Specialties
model 103.

METERS

GENERATORS
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Circle numbers listed above on Reply card for more information.

reading, with correct decimal placement and automatic positive or

negative signs. And digital multi meters sometimes sell for about the
same price as analog types.
Digital circuitry is very common
in modern test equipment. However, digital readouts are not very

effective when presented

with

a

varying input signal. Don't judge
the worth of any instrument solely
on whether or not it has digital
circuitry. There are other important

ing rapid and small variations of
resistance. Some manufacturers
furnish an extra test. One multi meter emits an audio tone when
continuity

is

established; another

considerations.

rapidly lights an ohm symbol. A

Digital ohmmeters, for example,
are usually not efficient at identify-

few digital multimeters have auxiliary analog meters (perhaps without
November 1979 Electronic Servicing 19

Test equipment roundup
calibrations) which show those vary-

ing readings. If varying or erratic
readings degrade your tests, examine these extra features of digital
instruments or use analog types.
True-RMS and peak -to -peak ac
measurements are features previ-

ously unheard of in digital multi meters, but they are beginning to
become available in selected

BECKMAN

models. Check the specifications, if
these measurements are important
to your troubleshooting.
It is unlikely that digital circuitry
ever will replace scopes (however,
scopes will include more digital
features in the future). Although

fortunate. for scopes will be increasingly important for servicing in
the future.
The table on page 19 lists generic

types of test equipment and their

the emphasis this month is not on
scopes, it is true they have reached

manufacturers along with Reader's
Service numbers for catalogs and
data sheets. Also, a few unique
instruments will be described and

new heights of performance. This is

pictured.

TECH

Several digital multimeters provide a rapid audible or
visual indication of continuity to help in the location of

For technicians who prefer

intermittents. The Beckman TECH -310 (pictured) shows

Ohmyst M. Some of the features include: automatic
polarity with plus and minus indication, ac and dc

an ohm symbol in the upper left corner of the display.
Data Precision model 936 has an overvoltage alarm and a

continuity beep, while an audible signal from Weston
model 6100 meter sounds for dc voltages or continuity

a

VTVM-type of

analog

multimeter, VIZ offers the super -deluxe WV -534A Voltvoltages between 0.05V and 1500V full scale, high- and
low -power ohms ranges, and both dc and ac current.

below certain ranges.

A few digital multimeters now measure decibels, true

Metered power supplies are becoming a necessity for
voltage substitution during troubleshooting or for testing
modules and other components out of the machine. PTS
Electronics model DG -5 features four adjustable -voltage

supplies which can provide either positive or negative
voltage. The built-in digital voltmeter can monitor any of
the four supplies or be switched to jacks for external
tests.
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RMS and peak or peak -to -peak ac voltages. The Fluke
digital multimeter models 8010A and 8012A measure true
RMS ac values. The 8920 series (pictured) does not
measure dc but reads true RMS voltages up to 20MHz, or

dBs at many impedances. Ballantine 3030A accurately
average, peak, true RMS or decibels. The
microprocessor controlled Sencore DVM-56 (to be
available in January) measures peak -to -peak, average, true
RMS or decibels. Models 248, 258 and 248OR from Data
Precision are 41/2 -digit multimeters that measure true
reads

RMS.

Quick tip

Buzz test
that failed
By Wayne Lemons, CET

Audio -amplifier gain can be esti-

the mic, cable or plug was defec-

mated by an electronic technician
who touches his finger to the input
connection and listens for hum or
buzz from the speaker. This short-

tive. But no sound came from a test

cut technique has been used for
more than 50 years and continues

to be a valid test in many cases
where only a good/bad indication is
sufficient. Audible buzz proves the

following stages have sufficient
gain; but a lack of buzz indicates a
defect has eliminated the gain.
Infallible test?

One technician had used the
buzz test for years without making
diagnostic mistakes and he believed
it was an infallible method. However, all tests have limitations, as the
technician soon learned when a
transistorized public-address system

was brought to the shop for repair.

After the bottom shield was

re-

moved, the tech touched his finger

to the mic jack's hot lug. A loud
buzz came from the test speaker
indicating normal gain. But when

him to the first transistorized stage,
the microphone preamplifier. Dc first
mic when it was substituted. Rea- voltage measurements
soning that the jack might be to be performed, and they revealed
shorting to ground only when the abnormal conditions. Voltage at the
mic plug was inserted, he searched collector (see schematic) was equal
for shorts and opens by using the to the supply voltage and the base
ohmmeter range of a VOM. There voltage was almost zero. These dc
were no opens or shorts (either with voltages proved the transistor was
a mic plugged in or without it), and non -conducting because of insufficient forward bias. This stage
the wiring was correct.
The technician reviewed the pro- should have had zero gain. How did
cedure and repeated the tests. But the buzz pass through?
Curiosity caused the technician to
the conclusion was the same-the
amplifier worked normally except measure the dc voltages during a
repeat of the buzz test. With his
with a microphone.
finger touching the input lug and a
buzz coming from the speaker, the
Better tests
Up to this point, the technician base voltage measured about -1Vdc,
had diagnosed efficiently by per- and the collector reading was about
forming simple, but appropriate, half of the supply voltage. During
tests. The buzz test indicated a the buzz test, the transistor was
dead microphone, but replacement conducting and amplifying. Those
of it disproved that possibility. If voltages hinted that the buzz signal
the tech then either had given up or was acting as bias for the transistor,
had shotgunned the input stages, thus permitting amplification. But

he would have wasted much time
and learned nothing.

he plugged in the microphone and
spoke into it, no sound came from
the test speaker even at maximum

Fortunately, this technician
guessed correctly that a limitation
of the buzz test was responsible for

gain setting.

the ambiguous, conclusions, and he
went on to the next level of

Bad mic, plug or cable
The technician now assumed that

more -precise t3sts.

His troubleshooting ESP guided

unexplained was the question of
why the microphone signal was
ignored rather than being used as
bias, also.

Use theory either before
or afterwards
When the total picture is con November 1979 Electronic Servicing 21

Quick tip
fused, a good rule for troubleshooting is to follow all known discrepancies or symptoms. Often this will
lead to finding the bad component,
and then the theory can be reviewed

R2

later.
C2
NO

Cl

OUTPUT

1itF

their resistances. R2 was within

tolerance, but R1 had increased to
more than 7M n . A new resistor

MICROPHONE 40--1
.471(F

Therefore, the technician investigated the source of the insufficient
base bias. He disconnected the base
ends of R1 and R2 and measured

R3

restored proper microphone volume.

106

Explanation

R1

R4

100K

820

Current between collector and
emitter in a silicon transistor is zero
for all reversed -bias voltages, and it

24V

also is zero for forward -bias voltages of less than 0.5V (dc or peak).

Only forward bias of more than

WHICH COMPONENT IS BAD?

0.5V produces significant amounts
of C/E current and gain.
A 60Hz signal of several volts can
be transferred to a high -impedance

amplifier input by ungrounded

Price WithoutHITACHI
Sacrifice.
V302 &V152
Put a proven Hitachi dual -trace oscilloscope on your bench
for as little as $695. Our V-152 15MHz model includes unprecedented sensitivity (1 mV/div.)...10X sweep magnification...front panel XY operation...trace rotation...Z-axis

input...and more. Need greater bandwidth? Our V-302
model is the only 30MHz dual -trace scope with signal delay

line priced under $1000, with all the above features, to
make your testing operations fast, easy, and accurate.
Reliability is exceptional, too. (As you'd expect from a
manufacturer with over 20 years of experience "outscoping" the competition.) So exceptional, in fact, that Hitachi
quality is backed by a 2 -year warranty...the longest in the

industry. Whether you use it for teaching or repairs, for
video, audio, or computer testing, you can't find more
scope for your dollar than at Hitachi. Write for more details.

Hitachi..The measure
of quality.

V-152 15 MHz Dual Trace . . $695*
V-302 30 MHz Dual Trace . $945*
.
.

*Probes included.
I Ms

(0)

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America. Ltd.

175 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, NY 11797
(516) 921-7200
Circle (8) on Reply Card
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fingers. During positive peaks this
signal acts as strong forward bias,
thus saturating the transistor with
maximum collector current. The

address microphones is about lmV.

Suppose the forward bias of the

All of the confusion and wrong
symptoms would have been prevented if the technician had applied
a .01V signal from an audio
generator to the microphone input.

lector) output signal is a series of

malfunctioning transistor is 0.15V.
Adding the 1 mV signal increases
the bias to only 0.16V on positive
peaks. This is far below the
conduction threshold. The transistor remains cut off, no signal is at

strong pulses.

the collector, and no microphone

Moral: The buzz test for gain can
cause gross errors when applied to
amplifier inputs that normally are
supplied with less than about 0.1V

sounds reach the speaker.

of signal.

negative peaks are reversed bias
which eliminates all collector current. Therefore, the buzz -test (col-

The signal level of most public-

Details of buzz tests
Tests by hum or buzz are possible because an ungrounded human body
picks up a significant amount of 60Hz power signal by capacitance action
from surrounding electrical wiring. Amplitudes of more than 200VPP have
been measured with an ungrounded scope when the low -capacitance probe

was grasped firmly between thumb and finger. Less -firm connections
reduced the variable amplitude. When a IMo resistor was used as a load,
the signal dropped to about 75VPP. The low -resistance load of a transistor

would lower the signal even more, although the reduced amplitude is
sufficient for a buzz test.
Results were very different when the scope was grounded by the third

prong of the ac plug. Only about 1VPP could be obtained by finger
connections. About 5VPP was obtained from a 15 -ft wire. With an
ungrounded scope the measurement had been 100VPP.
Tubes vs. transistors

Figure 1 Top scope trace is the base
waveform with part of the positive
peak clipped by transistor base current
during an actual buzz test in the
previous circuit. Collector waveform
(lower trace) is a near -square wave

Accuracy of the buzz test varies according to the total amplifier gain
and the impedance of the input. Loudest buzz volume is obtained from
high gain amplifiers having high -impedance inputs. Therefore, a larger

because the finger hum at the base

solid-state versions do.

ppligirtimpRE
aligiummin

was strong.

percentage of tube amplifiers fulfill these qualifications than the

For example, an input for ceramic phonograph record cartridge has an
input resistance of 500,000 S2 or higher and the amplifier gain is sufficient

for full output with about 0.5V RMS at the input. These amplifiers
provide a loud buzz regardless of whether they have tubes or transistors.
Tube circuits of two or more stages produce a satisfactory buzz during
tests. However, a single power -output transistor might not produce a buzz

because of the low input impedance. Many audio stages in TVs have
sufficient gain for a dependable buzz test.

Another variable is that the buzz volume depends on the amplifier
grounding. Different results are obtained when one side of the ac line is
bypassed to ground with a capacitor than when both sides are bypassed or
if a single capacitor is connected between the ac inputs.
However, for most tests there is more than enough amplitude of 60Hz
signal to drive the amplifier into distortion. This distortion is the reason
why the test signal sounds as a raw buzz rather than a smooth hum (as it
would with a pure sine wave of that frequency).
Waveform examples
Figure 1 shows actual waveforms obtained by grasping the base lead of

Figure 2 (A) To obtain a stable

the transistor in the previous circuit. The amplitude was not stable,
making detailed analysis and sharp traces very difficult to obtain.

used during a simulated buzz test.

Therefore, a second set of waveforms was simulated (Figure 2). The Figure
2A waveform shows base -signal clipping that begins at +0.6V above the
zero -voltage line. Current from the forward bias between base and emitter
produces the line of clipping marks where transistor amplification begins.
This analysis is proved by the collector waveform of Figure 2B.
Comments

In most applications, the buzz test of amplifier gain is practical and
dependable. However, question the results if they do not agree with other

allied tests. Go on to instrument analysis if there is doubt about the
accuracy of any buzz test.

waveform, a sine -wave generator was

Scope gain was 0.5V/division, so the
zero -voltage line shows no base
conduction until +0.6V. Base current
then clipped the sine wave. This base
current in turn produced collector/

emitter current. (B) The collector
waveform was almost a square wave,

with the positive peaks reaching the
+8V -supply level during negative base

peaks (cut-off bias) and the negative
peaks reaching saturation at about
+0.1V during positive base signal.
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Although

no

tube -type

color

TVs

have

been

manufactured for several years, about half of the
bench repairs now involve these older models,
according to many shop owners. Therefore, these
service techniques
models.

By Homer L. Davidson

are

for

tube -equipped

ant in cases of missing raster.
Also, fewer instrument tests are
required when important clues can

be seen on the raster. And more
More component failures occur
in the horizontal -sweep section than
in all other color -TV circuits combined. Most of the power of a TV is

used there. which increases the
number and seriousness of the
parts' defects. Problems are compounded by the high -voltage circuit,
which is included with the horizontal deflection.
A good sequence of tests is absolutely necessary if a technician is

instrument tests should be performed when there is no raster and
picture.

TV

After the power has been applied
for two to three minutes, carefully
examine the damper and horizontal -output tubes for any red areas
on the metal plate. A tube with a

red plate either is bad or there is
an overload in the circuit at input

Therefore, you would not be or output. Try a new tube as a test,

expected to do all steps in the suggested sequence that follows. Instead, begin at a point that's appropriate for the symptoms.

but don't let it show a red plate for
more than a few seconds, because it
might be ruined.

If none of the

previous tests

aroused suspicion, test all horizonVisual and preliminary steps

tal -sweep tubes including oscillator,

For cases of intermittent noise
lines, missing raster and picture,

output, damper, HV and focus

excessive replacement of horizontal -

Replace any bad ones.

methods should include waveform

output tubes, raster blooming, or a
narrow picture, perform this list of

analysis. ac and dc voltage mea-

preliminary tests:

surements. and other instrument
tests after the preliminary steps and
before replacement of any parts
that are suspected without proof.

Look for missing tubes and tubes
with cracked glass or loose plate

Assuming that no raster has been
obtained to this point, the high
voltage should be checked at the
picture tube. Normal HV but no
raster indicates the horizontal deflection is alright but the picture
tube is bad or a chassis defect is
preventing it from conducting the

to locate the source of trouble in

the shortest time. Such logical

Which testing sequence?
Horizontal -sweep and high -voltage problems can occur in so many

different ways and exhibit such a
variety of symptoms that an all-inclusive list of tests should not be
followed completely in all cases. For
example, tests for frequency drift

usually would not require many of
those
preliminary steps are vitally import-

the visual steps. However,
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caps and connectors.

With power turned on, look for

rectifiers, and regulator (if used).

any tube showing internal arcs.
those showing a gassy ionized glow. HV and showing a raster.
Blue glow on the inside of the glass
If the HV is normal but there is
envelope is merely fluorescence. It no raster, the dc voltages at the
is harmless and should be ignored. picture tube socket should be
A blue glow between plate and checked against the schematic. Low
cathode indicates gas, and the tube G2 screen voltages, low control grid
should be replaced.
voltages, or high cathode voltages
Gently tap the horizontal tubes can eliminate the raster. Wrong
with a r lastic rod or the handle of grid voltages point to a problem in

an insulated screwdriver. Replace

the chroma circuit, and high

any tuve showing internal arcs.

cathode voltages indicate a video
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CRITICAL OSC COMPONENTS
Figure 1 These are the reactance and horizontal -oscillator components that should be tested first in the Admiral 6H10
Photofact 1113-1). An open #1 capacitor causes soft locking, resistor #2 burns when the tube shorts, an open #3
capacitor weakens the output -grid drive, #5 oscillator coil can become intermittent from bad soldering, leakage in #6
coupling capacitor changes the frequency, reduced values of #7 resistor can shorten the output tube life, a leaky #8

coupling capacitor also ruins output tubes, and the resistance and capacitor values of #9 waveshaping can affect
frequency

defect. Loss of focus voltage or

heater voltage also kills the raster.

But when there is no high voltage, measure the grid and screen
voltages of the horizontal -output

tube. Judge them by schematic
voltages.

A common shortcut is to measure
the negative dc voltage at the output control grid and then assume
the oscillator signal is proper if this
reading is within tolerance. How-

ever, an oscillator signal about
double in frequency kills the HV

while providing the correct negative
voltage. Also, dc voltages can reach
the grid from outside sources, thus
giving wrong dc voltages when the
oscillator signal is normal. A distorted waveform from the oscillator

can provide the correct dc voltage
but give wrong operation. It is best
to measure with a scope the wave shape, amplitude and frequency of
the grid waveform. This removes

the TV is not operated very long
without the regulation. Removing
loss of oscillator drive or by the plate cap (watch out for arcs)
damper -circuit leakage. Such works tine for 6BK4s, while pulse
damper leakage does not allow the regulator tubes can be taken out of
output plate to run red, but a loss the socket (if the heaters are not in
of oscillator drive does. A red plate series). Varistor grid regulators can
of the output tube (but none in the be defeated usually by disconnectdamper) indicates an excessive ac ing the horizontal pulses at the
load at the plate of the output tube. varistor. Check a schematic for the
This can be a shorted or gassy HV best method.
rectifier, shorted turns in a pin- Total loss of oscillator signal at
cushion transformer or excessive the output grid overloads the outcurrent in a regulator tube. Exces- put tube, causes a bright red plate
sive picture tube current will do the and destroys the output tube within
same, but the overload can be a few seconds. This probably is the
removed by unplugging the CRT principal cause of excessive output spot on a damper plate before the
output turns red is caused either by

socket.

tube failures.

A narrow picture and reduced

Soft horizontal locking and hori-

high voltage can be caused by low
oscillator -signal voltage at the output grid by a weak output tube, a
weak damper tube or low screen -

zontal -frequency drift usually originate in the horizontal phase -detec-

grid voltage.

A defective HV regulator can kill

tor or the horizontal -oscillator
stages.

Critical oscillator components

Figure
schematic shows the
the raster, cause blooming or
When the output or damper tube produce a dim narrow picture. components of reactance stage and

the guesswork.

1

(or both) have a red area on the

Most regulators can be defeated

plate, a limited analysis of the

easily to prove whether or not they

horizontal oscillator that should be
checked first during any oscillator

source of trouble is possible. A red

are at fault. No damage occurs if

malfunction.
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Servicing horizontal
Insufficient drive
The problem in a Philco 22QT79
(Photofact 1239-3) that developed a
ruined horizontal -output tube every

few hours was traced to a leaking
capacitor in the horizontal -oscillator circuit, as shown in Figure 2.
Signal from the oscillator to the
output grid was low, reducing the
negative voltage there, and causing

HORIZ

6BL8

OSC
3

2

Figure 2 In a Philco 22QT79

+165 V

(Photofact 1239-3), leakage in
the .0033/JF oscillator -tuning
capacitor decreased the oscil-

lator output amplitude. This
reduced drive at the output

REACTANCE -P-1
LEAKY

excessive current in the output
tube.

grid increased the dissipation
so the output tube failed
regularly after just a few
hours of operation.

.0033
HORIZ

Narrow picture

.0047

FREQ

An over -active regulator (that
operates by adjusting the negative
voltage at the output grid) was the

cause of a narrow picture

in

an

WEAK OSCILLATOR

RCA CFC38. Horizontal pulses are
rectified by diode X23, and the

negative voltage from rectification
is filtered and applied to the output
grid (see Figure 3). Positive voltage
from R170 cancels the regulator
negative voltage at high brightness.
But at low brightness, the diode
pulse amplitude and rectified negative voltage increase. This increase
of negative grid voltage reduces the
maximum 6LQ6 plate current and
decreases the high voltage.
In this case the grid bias was

6LQ6

V8

HORIZ

OUTPUT

OPEN

0114

-53 V

.01

Figure 3 A narrow picture on
the screen of a CTC38 RCA

R170

RI72

10 MO

330 K

was produced by too much
HV regulation. R170 is included to add some positive

+130 V

voltage to the output grid
where it cancels excess negative voltage from varistor

C116

.01

about -75V.

rectification. When R170 op-

R173

Boost problem
A dim picture and a slightly

R174

2200

narrowed picture were the symptoms of a Penncrest TV. Although
drive at the output grid was low,
the most significant clue was the

117

C

ened, the output grid was
excessively negative, thus

(--4"

giving the effect of a weak

.039

tube.

X23
R175

150 K

insufficient boost voltage.
Changing capacitor 0115 (Figure
4) cured the problems.

NARROW PICTURE

Damper capacitors

damper capacitors
eliminate all high voltage, and
Shorted

leaky damper capacitors often nar-

T5

FLYBACK

the picture and distort the
linearity (see Figure 5).
row.

One lead of each capacitor

should be removed for an accurate
leakage test. Use only good quality
capacitors for replacement of any
had ones.

A quick test for a shorted
damper capacitor is to operate the
TV without a damper tube. If careful adjustment of brightness brings
a dim picture with foldover, it is
certain a short somewhere is in
26 Electronic Servicing November 1979

X5

R146

+840 V
C115

18 K

+260 V

it.047
LEAKING

C113

.01
2 KV

B -BOOST PROBLEM

BOOST

Figure 4 The Penncrest's dim
narrow picture directed attention to the low boost voltage.
Subsequent testing around
the flyback and damper final-

ly located severe leakage in
C115, the .047uF boost capacitor.

parallel with the damper tube.
6AU4
DAMPER

DAMPER

0110
T22

.068

SHORTED
OR LEAKING

C115

FLYBACK

FLYBACK

+ 740 V

T .15

C120

.003

T.,

SHORTED

+370 V

These damper capacitors are usually the cause of the short.
Shorted damper tubes and capacitors often overheat the horizontal
output tube and cause red areas on
the plate. However, other bad plate
loads, such as the carbonized path
of the flyback in Figure 6, also kill

the high voltage and cause a red
plate.

Intermittent oscillator
Any moderate overload of the
horizontal -output tube will ruin it.

+380 V

B BOOST

DAMPER CAPACITORS
Figure 5 Bad capacitors in the damper circuit can kill the high voltage, narrow
the picture or distort the linearity. The A circuit had poor linearity and excessive
output plate current because the .0022pF capacitor was nearly shorted. No HV
was present in the B circuit when C120 shorted.

Such overload conditions usually
cause these failures at regular inter-

vals. Drive and cathode current of
the output tube are the important
tests for those symptoms.
However, failure of the output
tube at very irregular intervals after
careful tests have shown no steady
overload are caused most often by
an intermittent horizontal oscillator.

No other defect ruins an output
tube quicker.

There are two general causes of
an intermittent oscillator. One is
that sometimes
does not

start when the TV

is

turned on. Suspect that cause if the
receiver fails to light up, but works
dependably otherwise.

The other basic defect is an intermittent in the oscillator circuit,
such as a hairline crack in the circuit board or an intermittent component. Alternate applications of

heat and coolant spray help locate
1,4

Ca

Figure 6 An arc burned a path down the HV coil of the flyback. This cva'loaded
the output tube, causing a red plate. Dampers don't have red plates, but output
tubes do, when serious overloads occur in the flyback area of the output stage.

erratic components.

Other unsuspected sources are
loose contacts in the tube socket or
a

bad ground at the

oscillator

tube's heater pin.
Figure 7 shows the troublemaker
in one RCA CTC39. A bad soldered

joint
Figure 7 After the horizontal
oscillator stops working, the
horizontal -output tube will be
ruined within a few seconds.
An intermittent C274 often is
the cause. However, in this
case, a connection was intermittently open at the end of
the oscillator coil. Use a
silver -mica

type

to

replace

C274. The temperature coefficient of most other types
produces excessive drifting
and erratic locking.

at the C274 end of the

oscillator coil would open some-

HORIZ OSC

times. Of course, this stopped the
oscillation completely.

To reduce the number of ruined
output tubes while you search for

C274

68K
390 pF

INTERMITTENT
JOINT

the cause of intermittent oscillation,
monitor the output grid with scope
or dc meter. Turn off the TV power

within seconds after the monitor
shows lack of drive to the output
grid.

RUINS OUTPUT TUBES

Excessive high voltage
A previous example showed how
November 1979 Electronic Servicing 27

Servicing horizontal
too much regulation could reduce
both the width and high voltage.
The opposite is true also. A lack of
regulation can increase high voltage

during times of dark scenes (the
extra width is not noticeable).
For normal picture brightness,
the Figure 8 circuit should balance
the negative voltage (from pulse

rectification by the two varistors)
against a positive voltage coming
from the high -voltage control
(R113). At those times, the regula-

6LIV6

OUTPUT

Figure

-102 V

FROM

OSC MODULE

100 0

tage in

R109

1/4C106

FLYBACK

R113
HV

2712011POF

,> OPEN

R112
1.3M

varistors receive higher pulse amplitude and they produce a higher
negative voltage which exceeds the

PULSES

220 K
C117

When the screen goes dark, the
HV and width increase, if there is
no regulation. But the regulation

the Zenith

can be produced by
any open circuit that

180 K

5M

8 Excessive

width and high vol-

R108

tor circuit essentially does nothing;
the negative and positive voltages
are equal.

R111

removes the negative
voltage that's produced by varistor

rectification of horizontal pulses. The
most common opens
have been in R109,
C106 and one or

both of the varistors,
R110 and R111.

290 V

positive voltage from the HV control. This

HORIZ

EXCESSIVE HV

increases the negative

output grid voltage and the width
and HV are reduced.
Therefore, any defect that eliminates the variable negative voltage
causes excessive high voltage. In
fact, the HV is higher than it would
be without regulation (that is, with
the bottom end of R108 grounded).

An open in 0106, R109, varistors
V110 or VIII can produce excessive HV without regulation.

Arcing
All metal connections or soldered

joints around high voltage should
have rounded corners to prevent

HV arcs. As shown in Figure 9,
apply a silicone -rubber seal over
each flyback or HV-rectifier-socket
connection.

Many of the older Zeniths had a
1500 Q

resistor at

the HV tube

socket. It was wired in series with
the HV to the picture tube. These
resistors often become erratic and
cause noise lines in the picture.
Watch out for loose or corroded
plate caps on output or HV tubes.
They too can radiate noise.
Comments

These methods and hints should
help technicians troubleshoot horizontal -sweep problems in less time.
Remember, use visual and short-cut
methods first, but follow them with

eeN,
#

I

instrument readings to identify the

Figure 9 When sweep and HV components are replaced, make sure the soldered
joints have smooth rounded tips. Then cover each joint with silicone -rubber

difficult repairs.

sealant.
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RCA CTC99 features
and "hot" power supply
By Gill Grieshaber, CET
switch is in the select position, the
tuner stops at each of the 82
channels, regardless of the programming. However, any that have
been erased previously have a black

Programming active and skipped TV channels on frequency -synthesis
tuner systems requires prior knowledge of the correct method. This
information is given for RCA CTC99 and CTC101 chassis, along with
explanations of other new features, plus details of hot and cold
power supplies and the start-up circuit.

New to the RCA 1980 color -TV
line are receivers with CTC99 and
CTC101 chassis. These are almost
identical, although the CTC101 has
a comb filter that decreases color
disturbances on certain scenes and

also increases sharpness of the

luminance (B&W) part of the pic-

ture. Several versions of the ChanneLock frequency -synthesis tuner
systems are offered. One type has a
10 -button keyboard for direct channel selection and an LED readout.

Another has remote control with
up/down volume, up/down channel

selection and channel readout on
the TV screen. The type that will

be analyzed has a conventional

former), and SCR regulation of the
main B+.
These CTC99 and CTC101 chassis have major sections located in
the same general areas as those of
the previous CTC93 chassis. So,
some technicians probably will find
the general layout familiar (Figure

picture without sound. To erase a
channel, operate the up or down
pushbuttons until the proper channel number is seen on the LEDs,
then press the erase button, noticing that the picture (or snow) and
sound disappear after a short time.

2).

Channel programming
All 82 TV channels are available

with no adjustment necessary. A
push on the up button changes the
tuner to the next higher channel,

and a push on the down button
tunes -in the adjacent lower channel.

Or, either button can be held

volume control plus up/down channel scanning (nonprogrammed
channels are skipped over) with
LED readout of the channels.

steadily and the tuner scans the

The sample TV used for this
series is an RCA model FD485W
(Figure 1) which has a CTC99

viewer to scan through 82 available
channels for six local stations. The

channels at about 2/s.
Even with this convenience, it

would be too much work for

a

Figure 1 RCA model FD485W is a
19 -inch color TV with a CTC99

CTC101 comb filter will be pro-

solution is a method of bypassing chassis. Its circuits and servicing will
all undesired channels. (Of course, be analyzed for the next few months.
any channel can be restored when

vided later.

needed.) This method is simple and

chassis.

However,

details

of the

quick.

CTC99 features

New features include the use of
more ICs than any previous RCA
TV, two special ICs in the IFs, a
countdown IC that replaces both
vertical and horizontal oscillators,
simulated stereo (called Dual Dimension Sound) in some versions,
an electronic pincushion circuit,
single -circuit -board
construction
with grounded rails around the

board, and elimination of con-

vergence. Most other circuits are
similar to those of previous
XtendedLife ColorTrak models.
These include hot and cold grounds
(which eliminate a power trans-

Picture A of Figure 3 shows the
channel -selector appearance when

the control door is closed. To the
left of the on/off/volume knob are
the large red LED digital channel
readouts. Two channel -selector
pushbuttons are below. Those are
the only controls needed after the
programming is completed.

A viewer can set the system to
tune -in or bypass any channel by
opening the door and operating the
switch and buttons. The channel
flip -type switch has select and lock
positions (Figure 3B). Below it are
the

erase and add pushbuttons.

When the channel select/lock

Figure 2 Many components are acces-

sible for servicing when the cabinet
is removed. The connecting
wires allow the chassis to be operated
farther to the rear, after removal of
two screws.

back
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RCA power
To restore any previously erased
channels, press the add button and
notice that the picture (or snow)
and the sound appear. This channel
erasing or adding should be done
for all channel positions. Finally,
after the selection is complete, the
channel-select/lock switch is flipped
to lock (Figure 3C).

In the lock position, only those
channels that were added or not
erased will be selected by the up
and down pushbuttons.
This channel -scanning system has

one peculiarity. After the set has
been turned off (or the power has
been lost). the lowest programmed
channel will be tuned -in when the
receiver is turned on the next time.
For example, assume that a certain
locality has only channels 3, 10 and
27 selected by the up/down scanning.

If the receiver was tuned to

channel 27 when turned off, channel 3 will be tuned -in when power
is turned on next time. (Keyboard

Figure 3 These pictures show how stations are tuned by up/down scanning. (A)

Only the digital channel readout, an on/off/volume control and the up/down
channel -scanning buttons are visible when the door is closed. (B) Customer
controls are under the door. To add or erase channels, the channel select/lock
switch is flipped to select. The system stops at each channel (whether active or
erased) in the select mode. (C) After the channels are programmed, the channel
select/lock switch is changed to the lock mode. Operaton of the channel
up/down scanning buttons then allows stopping only at the added (or active)
channels.

models have a transformer -operated

power supply that retains the last

channel memory, so the same

channel is there before and after
every turn-off.)

Figure 4 shows the only other
front -mounted component: a small
light sensor (probably a cadmium sulphide or cadmium-selenide type)
which adjusts contrast and brightness according to the level of incident light striking the cell.
No convergence-almost

Figure 4 A front panel mounted lightsensitive cell adjusts the levels of
brightness, contrast and color accord-

ing to the intensity of light falling on

Figure 5 No convergence board or
adjustable beam -benders are neces-

it.

sary.

A casual look at the CTC99
chassis and picture tube (Figure 5)
shows no convergence assembly on
the picture tube neck or any con-

vergence board. That's because

convergence almost has been eliminated.
Used for the first time is the
100°

precision -in -line -guns

(PIL)

Super Accufilter 100 picture tube.

The in -line guns and a uniquely
wound yoke reduce edge convergence adjustments to a minor tilting
of the yoke. Center convergence

and purity -magnet functions are
factory -adjusted by a magnetic -tape

beam bender (see Figure 5) which
resembles black plastic tape wound
around the neck and secured by a
plastic tie.

If the yoke ever moves

(or

anything disturbs the center convergence), a conventional multi 30 Electronic Servicing November 1979

Figure 6 (A) To change from 300Q VHF antenna operation to 75Q cable, pull
out on the captive wire, remove the plastic cover and attach the CATV or MATV
cable to the connector (shown in B).

section beam bender must be the other shielded box encloses the
installed to replace the magnetic

control circuitry. Details of this

tape, since it cannot be adjusted or

sophisticated tuning system will be
given later in the series.

reused.

former that provided various

Cold chassis-hot ground

Cable input

As the CTC99 chassis comes
from the factory, there are separate
UHF and VHF 300 Q inputs. Both
have the usual twin screw -type terminals (Figure 6A). This cap covers
the 75 Q input that goes direct to
the VHF tuner section. When 75 Q
operation is desired, the wire should
be pulled out. the cap removed,
and the external cable attached to
the coax connector (Figure 6B).

ac

voltages, and it also allowed isolation between the 120V line and the
TV chassis. Hot -chassis TVs did
not have power transformers. The
120V line power was rectified to
produce dc voltages. However, one

One previous distinction between
types of TV receivers was whether
the chassis was hot or cold. Cold chassis sets had a power trans-

side of the ac line (or a leg of the
bridge rectifier) was grounded to
the chassis. The safety of TV users

Tuner -control system

No tuners are mounted in the
area behind the cabinet's front
panel where two bulky mechanically

operated tuners traditionally were
placed. Instead, only switches, controls,

and the LED readout are

there (Figure 7A). The tuners are
located beside the main chassis, as
shown in Figure 7B.

Figure 7 No tuners, but only controls

Specifically, the shielded box
nearest the chassis contains both
the UHF and VHF tuners, while

system and the combined tuners are

and readout, are behind the front
panel (picture A). The tuner -control

located beside the chassis (picture B).

T102
IHVT

+HV

HORIZ
OUTPUT

Q100

+210 V
+ 60 V
10 V
CR420

+23 V

-4-123 V -a HOT

RUN

CHASSIS COLD

GROUND

R106

DIODE

START

GROUND

8o

FOR HORIZ USC
AND DRIVER

CR421
DIODES

CR422

120 VAC
123 V
REGULATED

C126

2.5 µF

BRIDGE

START-UP

SCR

RECTIFER

8+

REGULATOR

MAIN

155 V

C106 TA"... FILTER

+t
155 V

800µF
155 V RETURN

B-

HOT AND COLD GROUNDS
Figure 8 Rectified line -voltage power (hot -ground system) is isolated from chassis grounds. It supplies only the regulator

and the horizontal -output transistor. Isolation for the cold -ground wiring is provided by a transformer in the start-up
circuit and the flyback transformer. Shields and chassis rails are safe to touch; however, an isolation transformer should
be used during servicing because some techniques connect the hot and cold grounds together temporarily.
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RCA power
required elaborate precautions to
insulate the hot chassis from cabinet, knobs, shafts, antenna connections and all other metal parts that
might be touched from the outside.
In the XtendedLife series, RCA
has combined most advantages of

shields, rails and circuit grounds

both hot and cold types, without
many drawbacks of either. This is

which is

accomplished by using a bridge to
rectify the ac line. Only one +155V
source

is produced-a hot supply

supply. As described next month,
the SCR either is fully conducting
or else is totally open. Therefore,
little heat is dissipated in the SCR.

are cold. Unless the insulation pre-

cautions are circumvented, this
receiver should be just as safe as a
transformer -operated TV.

Figure 9 shows the horizontal -

Hot power supply

output transformer's heat sink,

Figure 10 is a schematic of the

the most accessible hot

155V hot (ungrounded) power sup-

ground (flyback is behind it). At the
extreme right is C106, the only
filter in the hot supply.
In the CTC99 and CTC101

ply, including the start-up wiring.
The permanently attached power

that must be (and is) isolated from

chassis, the flyback transformer

the TV chassis.

supplies isolation and the multiple
ac -voltage taps needed for separate
dc -voltage sources. In other words,
the flyback assumes most duties of
the power transformer used in older
cold -chassis TVs. Of course, lower
dc voltages can be obtained from

As shown in Figure 8, the 155V
supply first activates the start-up
(temporary) B+ source, then the

155V is regulated by the SCR

system to 123V, which powers the
horizontal -output transistor. Notice
that the 155V and 123V power
supplies are connected only to the
SCR (and its circuitry) and to the
0100 horizontal -output transistor
along with its heat sink and associated components. Therefore, very
few areas of the circuit require any
special insulation. Only the circuits
just mentioned are hot. All other

higher -voltage supplies by dropping
resistors or voltage dividers, but
many watts of power would have to
be dissipated uselessly in resistors.

Another significant reduction of

power -line wattage and interior
cabinet heat has been achieved by
use of an SCR (instead of a power

transistor) to control the 123V

Figure 9 Both focus and CRT screen
voltages

are obtained

from

a

HV

bleeder (at left). The horizontal -output
transistor is on a small heat -sink
chassis (center) that is connected to

hot ground. Near the front corner is
C106, the only hot -supply filter capacitor.

120 VAC
n

n

F100
CR420

+24 V

5A

SOURCE

RUN DIODE
FROM

45VPP

-10 V SUPPLY

START DIODES

/S4201

CR421

CR422

+23 V
TO HORIZ OSC
AND DRIVERS

L101

CA
RT100

R100

TP13

C420

C421 +
100µF

8 VPP

DEGAUSS

RF100

Wl

III

2.5x1

1M

ran

.01

4 VPP

COLD

= GROUND

T100
STAR1 UP

REGULATOR

CRI03

CR102

MOO

155 V

122 V TO Q100

155 V
C106

800
CR101

CR100
R106

155 V RETURN B -

HOT

GROUND
12

NOTE: EACH DIODE IS PARALLELED BY A 680 pF

HOT SUPPLY AND START-UP
Figure 10 This is a complete schematic of the bridge hot supply and the start-up circuit which is described in the text.
Figure
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cable enters at a small vertically mounted circuit board

near the

rear/center of the main chassis, as
shown in Figure 11. However, the
four diodes of the bridge -rectifier

circuit are near the main circuit
board's front edge (Figure 12) next

to the T100 start-up transformer,
while the C106 filter capacitor is
mounted outside the corner in front
of the horizontal -output transistor

4

'4

ir4_

(see Figure 9).

Figure 11 Fuse, radiation choke and

Figure

the

Incidentally, varistor RV100 is a

the line bypass capacitor are mounted
on a small circuit board. The line

cable is attached permanently to the

bridge are flanked by large resistors
RF100 on the left and R106 on the
right. At the upper left is the T100

type of thyrector usually connected across the 120V line to

circuit board.

start-up transformer.

12 The four diodes

of

eliminate line spikes. And it is used
for the same purpose here. RT100
of the degaussing circuit increases

resistance when heated. This degaussing action is identical to that
of previous models.
The cold side of the 150V supply
is called 150V return until it passes
through R106 (1.8 Q ) and reaches

the 0100 horizontal -output emitter
where it is called the hot ground.

This terminology will be used
throughout to eliminate any confusion.

Start-up operation
B+ power for the 0100 horizontal -output transistor comes from
the hot (isolated) 150V supply. But
the oscillator/countdown and driver
stages are powered from the cold

+23V supply that comes from

rectification of flyback pulses.

Therefore, if there is no start-up
action when the receiver is turned

I

on, nothing operates. The output
transistor has collector voltage but
can't conduct without base drive;
and the driver stages can't function
without the +23V supply that

conies from the output transistor
and the flyback.
Figure 13 Waveforms of the start-up circuit help explain its action. (A) Bottom
trace shows 60 -Hz line voltage. Twice as many cycles in the top waveform prove

the repetition rate of the start-up signal at the anode of CR422 is 120Hz from

This stalemate must be broken
by a temporary source of about

+23V that substitutes for the

regular 23V supply. This extra volt-

full -wave rectification. (B) Top trace shows pulses of C106 -charging current that
power the start-up action. Center trace is the waveform across the T100 primary
that results from the charging current (top trace). Bottom trace is the
conventional sawtooth ripple across C106 filter. (C) This dc waveform shows
why -10V is brought to the T100 secondary. Without the -10V, the positive tips

age source exists long enough to
start the oscillator and driver stages
and thus activate the output transistor and the low -voltage supplies
coming from flyback pulses. After

would extend more than 24V above the zero line on bright scenes, and the
start-up diodes might conduct thus throwing the whole + 23V -supply load on

the other stages begin operation,
the temporary start-up voltage must

the start-up circuit, which is not designed for so much load. With the -10V, only
about 12VPP extends above the zero line, and this is not enough to cause
CR422 and CR421 to conduct. During turn -on time, the amplitude is increased
greatly for a split second, so CR422 and CR421 conduct and start the horizontal
oscillator and driver stages. (D) These waveforms explain the peculiar
waveshape at T100. Top trace shows half -wave rectification, and the bottom
trace reveals the waveshape after it goes through a high-pass filter. In other
words, differentiation of half -wave pulses produces the bottom waveform, which
is almost identical to the T100 waveforms.

be disconnected. Those specifica-

tions seem to

call for elaborate

circuitry. However, the actual circuit is very simple.

When receiver ac power is off,
filter capacitor C106 is in a discharged state (Figure 10). Application of power then produces a large
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APPLIANCE
REPAIR

RCA power

At this time, the anode of CR420 is
more positive than its cathode, so it
conducts and thus connects the 23V

rush of rectified dc current into the

source to the proper load. Each
time the TV is turned on, this

C106 capacitor. Resistor RF100
limits the amount of turn -on cur-

BOOKS

fier and C106 is the primary
winding of start-up transformer
T100.

This initial current surge

through T100 consists of positive
pulses at a 120Hz repetition rate
(see waveforms in Figure 13).
Those pulses of direct current

produce a waveform across the
Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -understand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams! Acclaimed by

instructors and professionals alike! How to
diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigerators, washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electrostatic air cleaners, RV gas appliances, hair
dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers,
can openers, floor polishers, steam irons, food
mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives,

electric and digital clocks and many others.
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more Only
$2.65 to $4.90 ea.

T100 primary winding. By transformer action, the same waveform
of greater amplitude appears at the
secondary where the amplitude is
high enough to cancel the -10V of

reversed bias and force the start
diodes CR422 and CR421 to con-

duct positive peaks to the +23V
supply. This positive voltage (fil-

tered by C421) allows the horizontal

operate, thus activating the horilow -voltage supplies.

Gamit, Dept. ES
110 W. St. Charles Road,
Lombard, Illinois 60148

After the oscillator and driver
stages begin operation and the dc
voltages of the various flyback -

Circle (9) on Reply Card

powered low -voltage supplies reach
proper levels, the TV functions.

Creative electronic3

But, the start-up circuit now must

ESR METER checks
electrolytics IN -CIRCUIT and
is TV shop FIELD-TESTED:

After turn -on, the surge current
through T100's primary diminishes

it only missed
once-Marinette, Wis. (Typical) It's
fantastic-St. Joseph, Mo. The most

Used it 3 months;

instrument

ever
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Please
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ship
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Pa. Squeal & no sync: 3 bad caps in
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N.M.

Please
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ESR Brochure ES 11-79
1417 N. Selfridge
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13, the start-up waveform and the
filtered test waveform were almost
identical. Other background material is contained also in Figure 13.
Next month

Power supplies years ago were

simple and required no great

troubleshooting skills. That is not
true of late model solid-state cir-

In

addition, the entire

123V -

regulator circuit will be analyzed.

and CR421 start diodes are reverse
biased and become open circuits.
The turn -on (or starting) action now
is over, and the start circuit is

Four transistors determine where in
the horizontal cycle the SCR con-

diodes. Therefore,

Or write for free brochure to:

ferentiate them. As shown in Figure
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make sense, remember that inductances often differentiate a waveform, thus changing it as though
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diode.

Finally, the

decreasing signal cannot overcome
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Because the winding current flowed
in positive pulses, it seemed logical
that the winding's ac -voltage waveform should be similar. (This would

rapidly to normal, thus causing a
corresponding decrease of acV to

Send your Super meter; heard about

stand that

ferent from the one expected.

cuits. For example, one low -voltage
supply (to be examined next month)
seems to have all components in the
wrong places, including a grounded

disconnected.
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Waveforms

The start -circuit waveforms
produced one surprise: the T100
primary waveform was radically dif-

oscillator and driver stages to into positive peaks and then difzontal -output transistor and the flyback which furnishes pulses for the

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST

fantastic

sequence is repeated.

rent. But between the bridge recti-

To recap. during start-up time

positive voltage from the start
CR420

is

an

open circuit that disconnects other

loads from the +23V line. This

ducts. Longer conduction times
produce higher regulated voltage,
after the pulses of current are inte-

grated. In previous years, RCA
recommended that the regulator
module be replaced when problems
existed there. In the CTC99 and
CTC101 chassis, the regulator com-

ponents are not on a separate
board, but are scattered around the

lighter load increases the starting
voltage so the oscillator and drive

single large circuit board. There-

can function. Later when the +23V
source becomes fully active and the
start-up voltage has decreased, the
CR422 and CR421 start diodes are
reverse biased. They become open
circuits; this disconnects the starting circuit from the +23V supply.

ble, and these circuits must be
repaired at the component level

fore, total replacement is not possi-

when problems occur. Specific repair information is a necessity.
Troubleshooting methods will be
supplied at the end of the power supply coverage.
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test mimeo!
10MHz triggered scopes

Two 10MHz, 5 -inch scopes, the
dual -trace model 1476 and single trace 1466, are available from
B&K-Precision. The scopes feature
18 sweep range selections, triggered
and automatic sync with 10mV/cm
sensitivity, and a fully regulated

iT

JJ

tances from 1pF to .1999F in nine

ranges. Accuracy is within
count on all ranges within 0.10/0 of
indicated reading.
Suggested price is $190.

(with X5 vertical magnifier), triggered time base sweep speeds from

.02ps to 0.2s/div in 19 calibrated

steps, a TV sync -separator circuit,
X10 sweep magnifier, trace rotation
and a signal -delay line.

The V-302 is available for $945,
including probes. The single -trace
V-301 is $745.
1111.1:06 COMPAILTIr.

Circle (62) on Reply Card
Circle (64) on Reply Card

power supply. Calibration is unaffected by
changes.

±100/0

line

voltage

NTSC color generator
B&K-Precision has made available

The 1476 is priced at $700. The

a new NTSC color -pattern genera-

1466 is $560. Prices include probes.

used for aligning and trouble -shoot-

Circle (60) on Reply Card

tor, Model 1250. The unit can be
ing videotape recorders. The 1250
features the NTSC bar pattern and
a 5 -step staircase pattern with

Digital multimeters

A new line of digital multimeters
from VIZ features a choice of LED
or LCD display, accuracy of 0.10/0
current

or

series of hand-held

digital frequency counters from DSI
Instruments have frequency ranges

of 50Hz to 500MHz, and 50Hz to

100MHz. The 8 -digit LED display,
with characters that
measure
.4 -inch high, features automatic
decimal point shifting and zero
blanking. Total case dimensions
(excluding antenna) are 3.5"x1.25"x
5.75".

(dc volts) and function indication
(voltage,

Digital frequency counters
The 5001111

Circle (65) on Reply Card

resistance).
Multifunction frequency counter
The FC-841 from Soar Corporation
is a 7 -digit multifunction frequency

counter that covers the 10Hz to 50

MHz range. The counter can be

plugged into an ac outlet or a car's
cigarette lighter. The FC-841 is
supplied complete with batteries,

models are designed for battery or

selected chroma levels. Available
patterns include dot, cross -hatch,
dot -hatch. center cross and color
raster. In addition to the video

4 C cells.

3kHz modulation.

Overload protection is provided for
all functions in

all models.

All

antenna, and test lead and is priced
at $90.

ac operation. A 6V ac adaptor is patterns, the 1250 generates a
supplied, or it may be operated on 4.5MHz sound carrier with 1kHz or
Circle (61) on Reply Card

The price is $795.
Circle (63) on Reply Card
Circle (66) on Reply Card

Capacitance meter
A 31/2 -digit benchtop ac -powered

capacitance meter has been introduced by Continental Specialties.
The Model 3001 measures capaci38 Electronic Servicing November 1979

30 -MHz scope

Hitachi has introduced the V-302
dual -trace 30 -MHz oscilloscope. The

unit features sensitivity up to lmV

Multitester
Universal Enterprises M75 has 17
ranges chosen to place most meas-

and rf interference shielding. A
9-V alkaline battery powers the
unit. The 2815 features an auto-

urements near midscale. Features
include a fuse -protected ohm circuit,

three -color -coded scale and front
panel, diode protected movement

matic low -battery warning indica-

tor, auto zero and auto polarity.
The 2815 is available at local distributors for $150.

and one year warranty.
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Analog multimeter

The S-20 analog multimeter from

AC104111.

Soar features a d'Arsonval meter

ii,P11-76
20.0000 V CC

movement. Five function modes, as

10.00. V AC

well as 20 measurement ranges

000.1
R

(--".18

make this instrument versatile. A
mirrored scale minimizes parallax

100

I

1000

500

250

reading errors. The battery -operated
S-20 can measure ac and de voltage
from 0 to 1000V, dc current from 0

I

A

250 c

C 50

50

I

250 mA, resistance from 0 to
MO and dB from - 20 to +36.

to

10

250 +13)

0-00m

Y

Portable DMM

v.

model 2815 3-'/2 digit portable 0.10/o

Typical accuracies are ±30/odc
0
and 40/0 ac. Price is $35.

DMM. The unit offers LCD readout
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B&K-Precision has designed the

Circle (67) on Reply Card
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MASTERNMITE
TM

HEM GUN FROM MASTER

ORIGINAL JAPANESE CALL TOLL FREE
TYPE

204 234
254 473
2441 4114

:IA 08

Convenient

214 OS

Hanging Loop

35A 496
2114 07
254 109

2111 574

Rugged. Anodized.

154 S111

Air Cooled Barrel

ISA 142
254
MIA014
0.3

2SP 10-24

1.9

.53

59
AO

45

AS 151
1.90

2405

140 3.10 240
1.10 US 1.40
35 35 .40
1.00 130 130
.30
1.30
30

10

35
1.10

1.90
AO

40

-

1 00

It

4:1

214 )04
214 719
254 730

It

.

.

- with nozzle

.

.

speed specific jobs. Silver
(standard) ... used for most

shrinkables (475°F.). Blue
-

nozzle for Mylar* (500° F.)
. and Black for Teflon*
.

Se SIM

I

perfectly

balanced.
Three easily interchangeable color -coded nozzles to

.

(800° F.) both optional
equipment. Nozzles can be
changed in seconds.
Reg. Trade Name of DuPont

Send for your free full line
catalog page and price list.

30

40

Draws only 5.4 amps.

High impact housing withstands hard knocks of shop
use. For information on the
MASTER -MITE Heat Gun

or the full line of Master

Heat tools, contact your
distributor or write:

MASTER
2420 18th Street, Racine
Wis. 53404 (414)633-7791

In Canada, contact Martin Industrial Sales Ltd. 4445 Harvester Road,
Burlington, Ontario.
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9 reasons why
the real pros
prefer
desoldering
irons

product
Cordless telephone

The DuoFone ET -300 cordless
pushbutton telephone is now avail-

2. Flexible,

1. Operates at 120v,
40w. Idles at 20w

burn resistant

for longer tip life

Neoprene

able from Radio Shack. The ET -300
has an operating range of up to 300
feet from the base unit, and a

cord set

3. Cool,

unbreakable
polycarbonate
handle

Tool kit
A 15 -piece inch -size Super Driver

ing to the manufacturer. The ball
torque handle incorporates an inter-

nal ratchet to enable the user to
6. Stainless
steel

construction

8. Eight tip sizes.
Comes with
.063 I.D.

continuously turn fasteners.
The kit is priced at $8.95.

5. Safety light
in handle
\tells when
it's on

510
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Mobile radio
Cobra Communications, Dynascan

7. Temperature
control.
Low, high

has introduced a remote hideaway
mobile radio to replace its earlier
remote model 63GTL. The Cobra

or off.

9. Converts to soldering iron
with 1/4" shank type tip

See your distributor or write .

.

66GTL is a full -featured AM mobile

.

Enterprise Development Corp.
5127 E. 65th St.
Indianapolis IN 46220
PHONE (317) 251-1231

Circle (13) on Reply Card

universal dial system. The phone
features an auto-redial for one button redialing of the last number

called. Priced at $219.95, the ET -300
is available from participating Radio

chassis is 7-3/16"x51/2"x1-5/8."

Circle (71) on Reply Card

Phono cartridge

Shure Brothers has announced

g's

OSHA

the addition of the V15 Type III -HE

to its series of V15 Type III phono
cartridges. The new model features

FCC

3

' Dm]

A.

J

Antenna has introduced a quick
disconnect system for the Persuader

CB antenna enabling the owner to
remove the 60 -inch whip to protect
it from theft or damage. The system
can be used on all Antenna coil -in cup antennas, but it is specifically
designed for the Persuader trunk lip

model, according to the manufacturer. List price is $10.28.

Circle (76) on Reply Card

LOCAL

- GOV'T

EEOC CONSUMER FTC
ADVOCATES

If you think that being in business makes
you INDEPENDENT, think again!

Consumerists and government agencies

are your silent - but greedy - partners;
AND THEIR SHARE COMES FIRST; even

Desoldering tool

a hyperelliptical nude diamond tip.
User price of the V15 Type III -HE
cartridge is $115. The VN35HE
stylus may be purchased alone for
$38.
Circle (72) on Reply Card

if you don't make a profit.

WELL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FACE THEM BY YOURSELF

JOIN NESDA
AND YOUR LOCAL &
STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Send for more information to:

NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St.
Fort Worth, Texas 76109

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Quick disconnect system

You Are Not

ALONE!

CB with all the controls located in
the microphone. These include LED
channel readout and the "up -down"
channel selector, on/off/volume,

squelch, RF gain, ANL and the
Shack stores and dealers nation- off/ch9 switch. Size of the 66GTL

wide.

GOV'T

Circle (73) on Reply Card

from Metrifast features
twice the turning power of conventional screw or nut drivers accord-

MODEL

STATE

cording to the manufacturer.

Tool Kit

4. Exclusive
bracket
insures
alignment,
prevents
damage

IRS

time and small physical size, ac-

4,41u.".
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Hunter Associates offers model
GSS combination soldering iron and
solder removal unit. A vacuum is
created by the Venturi principle
from air pressure supplied either by
a compressed -air line or a foot
pump. A solder catcher is provided
to prevent extracted solder from
falling back onto the circuit board.
The tool sells for $39.95.

Temperature sensors
Two film temperature -sensing re-

Circle (77) on Reply Card

sistors have been introduced by

Digital clock -radio

TRW/TRC Resistors. A metal glaze -

RCA has designed an AM/FM/FM
stereo car radio with digital sta-

on -ceramic element offers near linear change in resistance, thermistor-like impedance, fast response

tion/readout and clock. The radio
is equipped with a special nosepiece

for universal application, permitting

in -dash installation in most late
model domestic cars. To simplify
installation, the unit incorporates

universal type bullet connectors for
two or four -speaker hook-up, automatic power antenna activator lead,

antenna trimmer and adjustable
shafts. The suggested list price is
$227.50.

When you price
by "The Book7..
everyone
benefits!

tv 8 -radio

tech's guide
to pricing

Eliminates under-

charging...controls overpricing...treats both
customer and shop
owner fairly!

The Parts Pricing Book
Lists over 160 pages of
current parts prices for
instant reference.
Computerized with automatic
up-dating...$24.50 + up -dating.

Each book is
a great
time saver!
Pricing parts
and labor from

The Labor Pricing Book
Circle (78) on Reply Card

The new 4th Edition will expand your
business mind as never before!
Greatly simplified while being expanded
to include all the new products, as
well as the traditional.

ONE BOOK

...together
they're
fantastic!

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-228-4338
8/5 C.S.T. MONDAY/FRIDAY

C8181195

Asperry tech

inc. P.O. Box 5234 Lincoln. Nebraska 68505
Circle (15) on Reply Card

DifEL1111

NEW CATALOG OF

d0>'1

HARD -TO -FIND

PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2000 items: pliers, tweezer,.

RCA has a catalog of replacement
remote control transmitters for RCA
color TV sets. The 4 -page brochure
illustrates all current RCA products
and provides a convenient cross-ref-

erence chart, to help identify the
correct units.

...

ea

wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, op-

Troy

tical equipment, tool kits and cases. Send for
your free copy today!

Chicago

JENSEN TOOLS AND ALLOYS
1230 SOUTh PRIEST DRIVE TEMPE. ARIZONA 83281
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IT'S NO PUZZLE

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS

The Antenna Specialists offer a
6 -page brochure discussing 800MHz

base and mobile antenna systems.
The brochure contains information

FOR TV -RADIO 8 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF FLA.

UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

I
4040 N NA/NS/ILA
AVE

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60634
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LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER

COUNSELOR
PROBLEM SOLVER

RCA has issued a 16 -page direc-

tory of knobs for all control func-

Accumatic and automatic fine tuning
and auxiliary knobs.

compete, and delivering valuable
benefits continuously since 1950.

YARDSTICK OF STANDARDS
CONSUMER RELATIONS

Circle (80) on Reply Card

part numbers for channel selectors,
fine tuning, on -off volume, brightness and contrast, horizontal sync.,

ARE YOU A PRO?
...the not for profit association

WATCHDOG
LOBBYIST

and specifications on A/S's complete
line of 800MHz antennas including
1A -wave, 3dB-gain and low silhouette mobile antennas.

tions of RCA monochrome and color
TV sets. The directory covers model
years 1977 through 1979. It lists

11. 60629

championing independents' right to

TO ORDER
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NATESA

5908 S.

Make America smarter.
Give to the college
of your choice.
4:
M1'

Financial
FC,8001Y14tilhfoArv:Innuae

Aiew ydotorkEdNucyalticoo9
Education. Inc.

A Pudic Service of This Magazine
8. The Advertising Council.

We are not freeloaders. So our check

for $60.00 dues is attached. As our
special premium, please ship the indicated $15.00 Manual.

0 Practical Business Manual
- OR Service Contract Manual

Circle (81) on Reply Card
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pholoficti f
ADMIRAL
Chassis 10M6OET5

ET5 Electronic Tuning System,
R700 Remote Control (RA70 Adaptor
and RT70 Transmitter)
CORONADO
TV2-2058A-5
TV29-1699A-7

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Chassis 17AA-E

1851-1

1851-1-A

1852-1
1859-1

1856-1

TEKNIKA
Chassis ECC-1001

1863-3

TOSHIBA
C059/C, BP059

1857-1

TRUETONE
GCJ4020A-08,
GCJ4020B-97,
(24-4020-4)

1860-2

WARDS

GAI-12966C, D, E, F, G, H,
HITACHI
Chassis NP8X-S2

Chassis NP8X-L/-S1/-S2
1-44

CT -958, CT -968

GAI-12994C
1855-2
1856-2
1859-2

CT-C95R, CT-C98R,
CT -908, CT -928R
CT -920, CT -938, CT -948

1861-1
1864-1

MAGNAVOX
Chassis T815 -01 -AA/ -02 -AA/ -03 -AA

1860-1

Remote Control-Videomatic Tuning
Chassis 13C101AA, E20-11

1858-2

1854-1

1860-1-A
1863-1

ZENITH

SK2513W/25E/25M/27DE/27P/29P/33PN/35X/
41X/43E/45M/71P/75E/77P/79P/93P/95E
Chassis 25KC45

1853-2
1857-2

ADMIRAL
Chassis 10M55, 10M55/ET5,
10M55/PV12, 10M55A/ET5

1830-1

Electronic Tuning ET5, Plug-in Adaptor RA70,
Remote Control Receiver R700, Remote
Control Transmitter RT70

1830-1-A

Chassis 4M46 -1D (Run 10, 11, 12)

1825-1

BOHSEI
TC-800

1834-1

MIDLAND

15-268/A, 15-273/A, 15-279C/D/E/F
PANASONIC
Chassis NMX-K81A
Chassis K01 -A
Chassis NMX-K5A

1853-1

1855-2
1864-2
1858-1

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Chassis YA-C/-D/-E

1822-1

MGA

QUASAR
Chassis C5TS-490, D5TS-490
(Run A-00)

Chassis EVGTS-968N (Codes A-00 thru A-01)
Chassis AGTS-966N, TS -966N
(Code A-00 thru A-03)

CS -2592

CS -1302, CS -1332, CS -1532

1835-1
1816-1

1864-3

MAGNAVOX
BJ4020WA01, Chassis 10C1 or MNX-K4A
BJ4010BK01, Chassis 9C1 or CO3DX-R

1823-1
1824-1

1859-3

MIDLAND
15-031, 15-033

1862-1

15-027
15-247

1852-2
1861-2

RCA

Chassis KCS205A, B, P
Chassis CTC97A, H, HA, HB, HC, JA, JB,
KA, KB
REALISTIC
12-1512 (CHRONOMATIC 207)

PANASONIC
1862-3

CT -938
CT -918

CT -948, CT -968

SANYO
Chassis A2C90000
Chassis MR -20000

1856-3
1861-3

SEARS
564.41692800/01
564.44661800/671800/681800

1852-3
1854-2

SHARP
Model 13C37
13B32A
KMB-455
19C68A

1851-2
1855-3
1862-2
1863-2
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1822-2
1824-2
1828-1

JC PENNEY
685-1013C-10 (855-0576), 685-1016C-101 (855-0436),
685-1024-00 (855-0592)
685-2016/-2016-00 (855-0956)
685-2036/-2036-00 (855-0808)
685-4000-00 (855-0816), 685-4007-00 (855-0824),
685-4008-00 (855-0832)

1825-2
1827-1
1829-1

1831-1
1818-1
1819-1
1821-1

PHILCO

Chassis E24-9/-10/-13
Chassis Al2-21/-28

1833-1
1834-2

u u ---NE n

im mum
N
NOW YOU CAN SUBSTITUTE
CAPACITANCE AT THE
FLICK OF A SWITCH
I
Phipps & Bird's
new capacitance
substitution unit is no
bigger than your
Chassis E20-10
Chassis E21-31, E21-32
Chassis A30-1

hand, yet has a 5 -

1835-1
1826-1
1829-2

'III'

QUASAR

Chassis ADTS-962N, DTS-962N (Run A01)
Remote Control Receiver, Chassis TRT-14

1826-2
1826-2-A

IWO

RCA

Chassis KCS 204A

1817-1

decade capacitance
range. A special discharge feature
makes it safe for use
with sensitive circuits; a strong metal
case makes it sturdy
for all applications.
Don't guess:
switch to certainty.
By Phipps & Bird.

17110 pp oamo
19C81
151350A
19C71

19C79

1832-1

1817-2
1819-2
1820-1

caDo am.

Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments
P.O. Box 27324 Richmond, Virginia 23261

SHARP

(804) 264-7590

Please send_units at $95 each. (Check enclosed,
less 5% cash discount-Phipps & Bird will pay shipping
charges.)

Please send_units at $95 each, COD. (Phipps & Bird
will pay COD & shipping charges.)

SONY

KV-1713 (Chassis SCC-171A-A), KV-1911
(Chassis SCC-171C-A), KV-1922 (Chassis
SCC-171B-A)
KV-1742R (Chassis SCC-100T-C), KV-1942R
(Chassis SCC-100U-C), KV-2142R
(Chassis SCC-100V-C)
TV -121

Name.
Firm -

1831-2

Address:
City, State, Zip:

LE
1821-2
1829-3

1111 MEI III 111 EN MI EN NE MI MEI

El
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SYLVANIA

Chassis Al2-14
Chassis E24-6/-7
Chassis A30-1
Chassis A16-21

1832-2
1836-2
1820-2
1825-3

TEKNIKA
2152 Chassis EMC -12137

1823-2

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC750, TAC755, TAC760,
TAC761, TAC765, TAC766
Chassis TAC820, TAC821, TAC825, TAC826

1820-3
1823-3

TRUETONE
GEC3019A-08 (24-3019-7), GEC3020A-08
(24-3020-5)
GEC4924A-97 (24-4924-7)
GEC4917A-97 (24-4917-1)
WEG 2960A-97 (24-2960-3)

1832-3
1833-2
1834-2
1836-2

WARDS
GAI-17530B, GAI-17535B, GAI-17630B,
GAI-17635B (Chassis 28M55)
GAI-12909A, GAI-12959A, B
GEN-11208A
GGV-12960A/C, GGV-12976A

Electronic Servicing

is Available in
1830-2
1818-2
1822-3
1827-2

MICROFORM
University Microfilms International

ZENITH
Chassis 19KC48Z

1816-2

Chassis 3 -Plus (19"), Remote Control
Receiver 130-9A, Remote Control Transmitter
124-11-01

300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
USA.

18 Bedford Row
London, WC1R 4EJ
England

1828-2
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VIDEO TAPE -4 hr. VHS, $15.99; 2 hr. Sony,
$12.25; 3 hr. Sony, $16.95. Video recorders,
cameras. Entertainment Electronics, 8-B Centre

[marketplace

Ave., East Rockaway, N.Y. 11518, (516) 887-2550.
10-79-2t

Electronic Servicing
Advertising Sales Offices

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35

cents per word, each insertion, and must be

SATELLITE TELEVISION-Movies, sports, etc.
Build or buy your own earth station. Send $3.00
for information, Satellite TV, RD 3, Box 140,
Oxford, N.Y. 13830.

10.79-3t

accompanied by cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge $3.00

NEW FALL 1979 Test Equipment Catalog available. 108 pages of quality used equipment, write
for free copy, Tucker Electronics Co., Box

For ads on which replies are sent to us for

401060, Garland, TX 75040.

charge of $3.00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of

EQUIPMENT WANTED: We buy late model test
equipment and microwave components. Contact
Tucker Electronics Company, Box 401060, Gar-

forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional

any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and ho longer owned by the
manufacturer or a distributor.

11-79-1t

land, TX 75040, 214-348-8800.

11-79-1t

FOR SALE: CB Crystals P-5200 Style, chans 1-40
Rx & Tx, cut to than freq-with 455KC IF

allowance. Limited BI freq. $1.00 ea $1.75 pair,
Vern Tiger, Team Electronics, West Acres Mall,
Fargo, ND 58103.

Advertising Services
issues $3.50. "Electronics Trader," Box 73 -ES,
1-79-tf

PROJECTION TV: Fact sheet prepared by an
optical expert. Directions, sources for lens,

screen, and kit hardware for quality installations.
Send $1 to Bernard Lee, Box 211, Little Silver,
11-79-3t

ment, north coast, San Diego County, Health
forces quick sale, 15K T.P., H.V.M. Box 408,
Encinitas, CA 92024.

11-79-1t

SAVE! Sencore CB42 analyzer, $750. BPI 1600
flutter and wow analyzer, $625. Both as new and
used very little. Cline Hendrickson, Box 11631,
Wichita, Kansas 67211.

11-79-1t

SIMPLE MOD. CONVERTS scope to transistor diode tester. Doesn't interfere with normal
operation, plans $2.00. M. Johnson, Rt. 6, Box

HEATHKIT-DUAL CHANNEL SCOPE-Model 104550-295.00. New condition. HEATHKIT VECTOR-

608, Gastonia, N.C. 28052

SENCORE-Duel Channel Scope-PS-163k-695.00
LEADER
ELECTRONIC
SWITCH-LS-5-65.00,

11-79-1t

SCOPE/COLOR

GENERATOR -10-101-110.00.

new condition. Richard Sanderford, 6400 Andy

Business Opportunity

Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina 27610, Phone 919
834-3504.

MEN/WOMEN FOR FUN! Shaklee Independent
Wholesale Distributors earn $200-0,000 monthly,
Bonus, New Car, Etc. Details, Golden, RT2, Box
392ES, Fair Grove, MO 65648 Phone (1-417)
3-79-12t

ESTABLISHED T.V. and Antenna Service Business available in small city location on beautiful
Lake Michigan. Easily expandable to county wide

operation, residence included. Schools and
shopping near by. Interested? Call Stevensville
T.V. 616-429-7349.

10-79-3t

For Sale
REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES-DEALER ONLY.

Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-5-89633 etc.
$19.94, Magnavox 361380-1 $21.95, Sylvania, GE

11-79-1t

23 ways to
help assure

your
company's
future.

etc $17.95 to $22.95. Request for price list on

your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665

Jericho Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y.
11746, (516) 549-3925.

tata"

5-79-tf

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement
parts:

Delco,

Chrysler,

Philco-Ford,

Motorola,

Panasonic and many others. Large inventory.

Laran Electronics, Inc., 3768 Boston Road,
Bronx, NY 10469, (212) 881-9600, out of New York
5-79-tf

State, 1800) 223-8314..

TV & RADIO TUBES, 36 cents EA!! Free color
catalog. Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego,
California 92104.

8-76-1(

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-

TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial,
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items

unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog.
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901.

ETC0-011,

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Maureen Eagleton,
3055 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone: (213) 387-0639
LONDON, ENGLAND

Folly Beach, SC 29439.

759-2738.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Helen Hull, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
Phone: (913) 888-4664

11-79-1t

TV ELECTRONICS SERVICE business and equip-

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE! 7

N.J. 07739

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Joe Concert, 4 West 58th St.,
New York, NY 10019;
Phone: (212) 888-1977

Box 762,
6-78-tf

Our country and your company de
pend on new ideas College trained
minds produce new ideas And colleges need your help Write on your
company letterhead to CFAE for 23
ways companies can aid colleges
We can't afford to run out of ideas.
Council for Financial Aid to Education Inc CF
680 Fifth Avenue. Newyork. NY 10019 at.:
A Public Service of This Magazine
8 The Advertising Council

MI

John Ashcraft & Co., 12 Bear St.,
Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7AS,
England;
Phone: 930-0525

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

John Ashcraft & Co., John J. Lucassen,
Akerdijk 150A, 1171 PV-Badhoevedorp
Holland;
Phone: 2968-6226
TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd.,
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan;
Phone: 502-0656

advertisers'
B&K Precision
Beckman Instruments

1

6
3

Blonder -Tongue

Creative Electronics
34
Enterprise Development
40
Fuji Svea
39
GTE Sylvania
IBC
Gamit Enterprise
34
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd 22
Jensen Tools and Alloys
41
Master Appliance Corp
39
Oelrich
41
Nesda
NATESA
PTS
PTS

40
41

IFC
43

Sperry Tech
Zenith Radio Corp.

BC

...,
HIGH RESOLUTION color guns 25axp22 type
used by major manufacturer of new tubes. $7.50
getters and shipping charges extra. Pierce, 717 S.
Appletree, Dothan, Ala. 36301.
10-79-2t

COLOR PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT. Semi automatic electronically controlled
process. Complete training. Call or write Atoll
Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago, IL 60634.
Phone 312-545-6667.

10-79-2t
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Make America smarter.
Give to the college
of your choice.

1

Phipps & Bird, Inc

To get more
information...

on items advertised or described in this publication, use
the Reader Service Card

41

SYLVANIA ECG®

SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE
HELPS SOLVE GE

AND RCAF PROBLEMS.
/et /./ .4,

.1'

No one knows better than
Sylvania that the show must
go on. So when a faulty semiconductor in any brand of
home entertainment product
turns into a showstopper, it's
Sylvania to the rescue. Our
ECG semiconductor guide
is the most used, and useful,
guide in the industry. It makes
it easy to replace any ailing
performer with an ECG semiconductor that will get the
show back on the road.
ECG is a registered trademark of GTE Sylvania.

When it comes to replacement parts the right place to
come is Sylvania. Your Sylvania

distributor carries a complete
line of ECG semicondjctors,
picture tubes, receiving tubes,
and test equipment designed
to make any brand work like
it's brand new.
Sylvania. The easy way to
get even the hardest part.

SYLVANIA
Circle (2) on Reply Card

FOR YOUR own:
REPUTATION
AND IN

YOUR CUSTOMERS'
BEST
INTEREST
ALWAYS INSIST ON

EXACT REPLACEMENT
PARTS ARID ACCESSORIES
Zenith's Instant Parts Program (ZIP) is the
simplest, least expensive Zenith inventory
control system ever devised for TV service

salesman who replaces slow moving stock
numbers with new, more popular parts. As a

technicians. Organizes the most needed, most
used Zenith TV replacement parts and acces-

your supply of Zenith parts remains current.
And you need never again risk your repu-

sories so they are where you want them,

tation with "will fits!'
Call your Zenith distributor now for all

when you want them.
And ZIP keeps these parts organized thru

periodic checks by your Zenith distributor

result, your original investment is protected and

the details on the ZIP program that best suits
your individual needs.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION/SERVIH, PARTS & ACCESSORIES DIVISION

11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
Circle (3) on Reply Card

